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· ·plish·es its· physiolqgical tasks by.means of its tjlree- b~sic compo~ents:. 
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:. · .·virtus animalis {brai~) (p._ 140). When Arci,te .fal-ls from ~n:i.s horse, 
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Chau.car says·· that· the "ve;_tu expulsif, or animal .• · •• ·Ne may the -ve~ym 
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.. po'ints .out that this is neither~ a mental lapse on Chauce:r··· s· p_art nor·. an ........ " ..... - ..... . 
· .• iriaiC~t~on··"tni:l.t Chauc,e\was b~ing, slo~py. in . his medical reference; · _ · ... ·- ____ ... 
-----:----:==-=---~~~-~-~......,........ ·--~---··~~ 
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-------,---~-~·..a....fluous __ and_noxious matter_1::>y means of ·the cough, is un,able 
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_· Writing "in reaction to curry I$ .earlier CC>ll$. icieration ·.o_f . h-cite .' s: . \ . 
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' wit:h the Miller. Cur.ry believes:-that -this cow~dice has b~en carefully . . ' _·, ____ .. _..__' . 
--.-· .... ·. _, for~s~adowed by; Chaucer b·ecause the ~~eve_·~~~-~·-~~~J.+.:~:~~gsn ci.~so __ --sllow' that· J., . -- - ~--- .. ,. .... ----- ·--- __ .;._._ "'-'--··· ~ (j 
·-) . 
- '• 
he is timid--and a coward (CUrry, p. 72) ... ·Tnus,._s'ince he ·is.afraid of -·--.. .... 
l" " 
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. -··--,.-----··--·-·-·······-~---;--~-------- ,---··-,-~- .................... -- ----------,-·-- --- --··- - - __ ... : .·- ·, .. ----- -- ·---··-.,--~~-:-.::.:.--;--r-----..------.-~~...------,~.--·,--_-~. the Miller, the Reeve .. merery cfecTdes·--tO retort by' givi.ng a sermoll:. on ol.d •. 
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s-~~'-----:'7-__...,_---_ _ -...,._-a-g~e=--A-t the instigation of __ the Host,· however, the Reeve decid.es to pro- -
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---~··" . 
•, ... ., 
·ceed wi_th_, his "brave-" tale. 
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---.. -· ., . 
. .. . . \, 
_ . -~--- In_ qiscussi_.ng_, tbe_Mi.ller_,: CUrry · maintaiI>.s .. that the only· way to get _. 
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' '1;.v - · to a jomplete p~cture of that pilgrim .i~. to _ combine' the charad1Eeris~ics 4 ___ , \, . 
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of Sirpkin (''Round was his face, and camus was his nose;/A#;Jpiled as an 
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"". ·-·. ---·- "·'-""--- ·---- ... ,, .. 
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ape was his. s-kulle," [-R~, I (A)' 3''934--3935] ) with those specifical-ly _ .,..-· ·-
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. 'assigned to -''the Mille~r in the ~l-Ie.i;- Is Prologue ( "~ut in Pilates vpys he 
...... 
a,gan to crie,!!.I (A) 3124) and the Gene·~al Prologue: 
. ., .. 
·,. 
" ' The Millere was a stout earl for the nones; 
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- I .. Fiil~-~byg he _was of brawp,. and eek of bones. "•<', .•. -~~ .. . -
.. -~~ 




.I At w~astlynge he wold have alwey the ram. , -· - --- -;--
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.. - ~ 
·He was· short-sholdred, _brood, a ·thikke· knarre; 
" ' . ,...._ .· ·"' ... 
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_ And thert9 b~ood, ·--a~ .~~ugh it ~w.ere ~,;~pap~. . ' . 
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.. . ~ [G~n Prol,. I (A) 545-:5-59] 
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;£'.~~;__;~~;{;:.-.~i-:---~· ~--·:·-~_-> -·indication of. "a shameless and immodest man .• · •• [and]- of a;n, .irascible 
a.I .- . 
r,·.·r,'t'• 
• • · .• " (Curry, · p·. _ 80) • . ~urry cites. · several other· physipgnomists 
cf • .• ,:.f } I y • ' 
,-. person 
. 1r ,.,.,~_;•r~,, · 
.. ·-- --- _ .. - ... _._ .. - . 
. . --------~---~-----:·---·---=--=-·:··---·to·-·show that #ie short~armecf, hull necke~ man. is· b.asically "shameless' ' 
. ·- ··=· 
- ':"' . -
• I• . 
.., 
.. loqUc;\Cious, ,and_ apt'' to -~·tir.;_Up: strife:'' (p. -81J ~ 
. ' -: 
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How~ver I ·with his re-
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I - :• -- ' 
" -·-
. -~ -
~--:--~------=···, ........ " ~-_man:·s on- ttr~~6-:·propert:ies qutZ1'· has .just begun to. show how ciiauce:c.---~---=--- . 
··-::-:r:- • 
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- ~ uses -:-p~y~i;a.1- -detail -to~har~cteri;e: .. : ... the ~11e;~-----The characte;·~-;-ii_e~hy ~--~ 
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- face ·suggests drunkenness. and ·basenes~; . his_ red beard i_s connnpnly. asso-~ 
' ~ '\'' ' .. . ~ . . ·. ,. . . - - - ... . . 
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ape, II -indic~tes that- the Miller -ha,s· thick, ·bristly hair and a lOW.''fOre-.. '"·-: 
. •. . 
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., , r .:_ _ "__ ---
. . . ·:. ~:-- . . 
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-- ···------- .... ----· - ----.--- -
_:_· ·,·_: ~ ~ _____________________________ --- --~ head. . This interpretatio~ leads . Curry to the somewhat i_nconsistent ob- --- · 
·!"'. --- - ' ·- --------------· \ 






' . ~ has a ,large mou·tjl,. the .Mil.!er 'would ~eadily be suspect~d of ~eing, a 
) 
fornicator .• --·----.-.... - ...... -·-·-.. ·-.:..··-·----·--·---~-- . --- ·. ,·- _ .. - . - -· 
.-.·. 
- giving the -Miller a "Pilates voysll actually ·means: ,'t~t the ''voice is 
-
- .1_. 
-----···-------·----------. -------~ ____ ---'_._-_~-~~·-:····:·gi-e,a.t_. and· r.ough .and indicative of an ingenious' yet· lc1.wless·,· wratJ;if.ul-, 
. _ _,- .. . 
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. qarefully·placed wart, .·s·ug_gests· q s~ong ~~sire for sexual inte~cotir~e • 
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) 
. ' •.. . ·11 , ;"· , , _ .ing~y' criticize~ curry for. C9JllPletely identify~e ,Mille?:'· and Simkin,· .. 
--.- .but, he· als.o .maintains ·that· there i-s re·ally· no proof · to indicate any :.·c,':· :-
_ -.. ·-- - •· 
·- ·- ····----·_:.._..........:_..,_. _- .....!..-.._,_~~--c- ~-..:.__~ ... "."·7"'···-··'--_' 
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• ~ • fl 
- ·~ -~--- -- - ---- .- . - ~-
,----------~~j-~~---f~~d---b-~~~;~·--.th~ --~R~e~~~----~d:_ the M.i.11.er. --~·-a ·· ~ · Ill4~~d_, ____ ~according_~ __ tCL. __ :~~~~-~~-~- ~---~-:--~~-::~------~-:--~~=--.. . ,: .,. -·· .'(~ 1 . •. . ' '':'h·,·' ···•---;-- ----··-·--·····--' . •.·'···· -··-· <I 
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.- • .--·,~--·····-· , •••• -·-·-··· -
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-. :,_ .·.;·-~ .• 
_ .. _ ... '. -
. •....• a Copland, O_ld 'John I S being, ·a Carpenter is almost:· C.~j_ncidetital ~-:t.O~ the: . . _._ - ·- . : -.:------~· .. -- - ··-"" 
..... ~ .. ,,.~ . 
-: 
-
Miller's Tale·; that. the Reeve. wants· to embarrass the t4.1.lle:r is dU:e only_ 
~- - ---.,_ . 





. ......... I 
·. - - ---~'-:·~:~- -~----·-Cc- ··r;l5asi'c~lly puritanical. ~ 
.. • 
. . 
. The Miller, acciden"t-a-lly offends,·llmr-by-tell1ng. a. 
; /,' 
·. 1 tale ·of a gulled ~,arpenter. , The -Mtller is-----c~rtainly not-·a-~'gangier''- -in :- . .. . . . . - , ~--, ---·---,----~- ----·-- -----· ---~~-----.·-:.··-- ····--
. - ~---·-- ·-. 
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· .. the sense of a quarreier; h~ _is a "jangler" in that he talk·s. irresponsi-., ' 
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a pu;ritan, ,he is ·.attempting ''to pin clear cut. ·di.smi:~sive morp.l labels on. --~----'· :..:' .• _....,.:..L• _____ ·····--- -•--··----- .. --._,·---· .•.. ...._,. __ ,_ .. __ • ______ ,_..... 
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. to qualiti'es · to which· he finds himself hostile ·but which he does not : . I • 
-- --------- ' - .. --- ·= 
~--~-~--=--~· =--=-~=~= ··--:-·=·--"·~ . -
--- ._,..., -_ ... '"" ·-· .. 
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~ :qnderstand" (p~ 28) •. ·Copland: sees the pair actually· as_ ~asieally an:.::....t=-=i=-· _-· _________ .,..... . -~----·-·---.-~-----~-------=-----....-·,.-~-----~,-..---------- . ----- ' - ,,..------~-.. --- . -
- ·-. -----r-·--· -----~--
..,_., ____ ' --~,--_' ---:-:--
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,. \. thetical. The Mil~-er rides up front, plays the bagpipes., and is .a f·ine. -. ' ,., 
• 
. . 
' travelling c~mpanion. .'fhe · ~eeve·, on the· other hand, · i·s sneaky, · rides in 
. ·,::-
- . 
~ rl:"·· the rear of·the company so·as to keep an eye on everyone; and has a 




! :Livers, b-ut · the Mill~r· · in tjle .Reeve's Tale is ugly. Copland maintains ... : 
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.... ·,·Thrs quotation ~- •.• · ·['~a 'Skull bald'as· ';\:he ·hyndre paz-t 
, of, a she · ape in the fulle ·of the moone,-' "··'·(ParsT: X [I] 424) l ,-
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· , 7 , e . e • shows · what sort : of ~ental picture. ·Challcer: had .. of ape°".9 . ff~// 
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_ .- . _ __ _ ____ -- "like baldness glinting in the moonli9ht. ~r<?fessor Curry - . .. . . . 
.. _ -- --_ , ---· --.· · .. - .· . . · _ ha·1r all over his skull . and low on his· forehead. for one . · · . . . _-- ___ . · · --··- ~--·- --- · ·. 
- . .- ·thingu cou!d the moonlight' g,leam white on such hair, making . . ''. ,' r-· .. 
'it look like a nightcap'? o " • would Simkin II s wife· have _ - - , . 1;~1 
- -·-· _"'. ···---,:C--.-----·- --·-:··.:....· • ......!,~.--_-:,_ •.. 
beeµ_ ~aid to smite him on the "pyled s-kulle" · (4306), if _ · ·· - .'..;::<. <:<. : . ·. ,· .- ~I 
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. ~~t_ ·skull was invisib·Ie? . No., Simkin 11 s skull is n-py_led" - · - - · . -- - _· rw. 
.. ·_ •.• _<-~ ·as an\·ape 11 s backside. It is, if anyone, the Reeve.. . .... -~ .... · ·, ,, r, 
- -·whose Bair· would most nearly present the appear_ance Curry . -
descr_ibes -~<another gooii ·reason to reject it for· the· 
Miller. (Coplang:, ·p. 2~, - note.) 
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.. o:··;-Biggins ba~ically agree~ with. cdpland Is in-t;erpret~tion ·of "piled''" a.s ·-"-'> 
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-. . . . the: word . ·~piled'' -may. equal:ly ref-er .. to· ·an· ap·e·'··s ·he-ad, whicl! i''si:·_ofteri ·d·e.- - . 
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. there is no further .m~ntion of his ···ailment" (p •. ·267). ·In'·.an ~ticle ---------.--~-~._-~,_---,--.,.:-. ~··-------~ ... 
""' 
o· 
_ .. ~ 
· .co~cerned wi~_/the Smnmoner's ·intemperate ~etary habits·, D. ,Biggins· :~·, . 
,./ 
'-' 
• • • l' 
_l ' ,#'· ,,._.,:-( 
.,,. - . ---··-·,. ...... ·-·~--. --- . -
· .. : ___ .-agrees ba_$f~aliy .with Curry on the oauses of the Summoner.• s disease ,and -., , -r ,. . ;'. ... '.c :. . . . . --_-.· .. - _,../'/ . - . : . ' . . 
.. 
-_ ---~----------;_,:.:.:~---·--···-··: .... c.ite~./an additional autho1'i ty to. reinforce: the··poin·t 1;:h-at "garleek,· ... - .... ---· -·------ ··- -- ---. / . . 
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----- - . - : ~----'----- nyo:ns , ___ ancf..:·:eek. !ekes'! . led to lech·ery, which was·' in turn i a cause of --- ! ..... ---- ·-\ ,, .. . 
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;. . -..._ _ ___:_ 
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Tllomas ·Gaz:baty: ... ,,.suggests that Chaucer, in describing -the medieval· dis.ease 
, }Z- ·;~ -_ . iilGp9Gia-fsp~1S--iae--di:fferently than curry) , is act\1~~~; ~e-.,;~;;;,ing:-:-h-~t-s"--~-'---'---..... -... ----,,. 
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-~w1~_--r;a~--·1ie·1i5·-·of·.mearca1·· ·aavi-ce·--ana~'·a·-~mociern''-text~'Istoke·s~~--¥,;"~---~---------
Beerman,: Ingrom, Jr. Modern Clinical SyPhj_l9gy __ (Philadelphia,, ··. 
1945)], · I· must_ co~clude that the Summoner was _suffering :from . .... ,, ": 
; ' 
·- · -·- - ,-. -·- ··.· Lues, or a second~y stage· of syphilis, with pare tic rieuro-
'i . 
. -~· .• ·"'-°'·'"•·- - -; -=- -.••. 
..... 
_syphili tic invol vernent • • ~ -The knobs on the Sunnnoner' s 
' .... , ........ -..-, ... 1 ... , ... .. J ··-·-
' -· ~ .... 
l I, 
. \. . 
.,. .··. 
face are eitherpapu-lar or pust..:i-1~ Lues, and the syphilids,. !.........----,......,,_---'-....,.....,-'-.....,.-------·-i-B--ttiei-r--·(!-~US·te-d-·-5·tate--·-·-h·ave---a-·grea·gineS-S-·-whj:'Ch·-·--tS·-·reffi'a_rKZ---, -~-----.---~---· ----------. . . I 
. 
ably reminiscent 'of the· greasy- skin o·f medieval lepers·. In· 
--.- -· - . ,-·--.-- -- - .--- -- --,- - reference to~ the 11 SCalled br<?WeS n and . llpiled beard" Syphilolo-
gists warn that "every clinician Should l_earri · t.o. wat-ch the 
. 
. 
. eyebrows. The clue to .a secondary syphilis, a ._lepra, •• ,.. ·- ·"" . .  
' '\- ' may be· found . there." [Stokes, e·t al., p. 53:·21 The "stif 
... .-. _ ·., burdoun'' 'which ----~rry .describes· as ·hoarseness is quite similar 
to the·simple· apd erosive laryngitis so c~nunon to ·relapse· ' '_ ----"---' - .. , ... --· . . !1 -
~ ..... -· .. 
- _: __ ~--· -4~:::::·~ ---- __ ... _ - - . . - - -··-. - -
- .., 
symptoms in Lues-. The white wh·elkes lfave always been men~ .. ~····· ~-
tioned as sp~cific leprous . si.gns. be.cause' of .. the dep.i.gment~~ 
tiC?n of the ~kin, but syphilitic leukode~a causes the_ -~~e ' 
,reac-tion and _is very c,ommon in patients with papular f, 
syphilids. ~ 
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_:cures w;t>.ich Chaueer_ -li~t-s-,~--but it _also expl.ains- why the pilgrims do -not,. 
ever, G~baty does not b,lame curry for ~is ••scholarship l_a.g"; "for it . 




_wa~-~urry liimseif ~ho· first -hi;ntedJlt sYP~i1is-·i~. ~- ,sliortoe~cllld_-p~en--
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. ;thetical sentence in which 'he- c~IIl1rten1:ed. o·n a ppssible medieval confusion. ' ' . . .. · ' . 
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. -- . - - .. -- - . ,--··::··· 
:· He ·.--never .. meant . to have a· li t~ral interpretation., fpli'o~.· hi~ res~~ch '~ . -. . . 
. -· .. ~-'. . . . .... ~-
., 
· (p ... 610). · A~ ·helpful anq as tenable as Garbaty's article is, his ex--. 
. ' _<,;~ ... ·- ,, --· ' '., -- .. , '. - .. :,_ . : .. -_,..: .. ·. --- :t·:.: --- .... ; -- ··-········· -····-----·-····· 
. ·.. :· ·" bner·ation · of . Curry remains· unconvincing; .1.t would h~ve ... J:ielped i~f ~arbat.y..:_.:~.,.-~--~~ ... -·-· · . ' ___ _. __ -; ____ : ____________ , ____ .. ,,---·----··--------· -
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. ., , · , ·thetical_ sent.s11ee~ :ih. which-he. [Curry] COIIIID.ented. µpon· '-a po~sible medieval. . . ,. . ( . . "'· 
. 
·confusion'~· (p~ 610). _. ~-
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• I P~uline· AUen·. also.·fe~~ ~at leprosy, in the modern sense of the .. . 
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.,.. . .... 
--·---~-·--···--- ··-··>-··-·--·-.-
word,,, is. to_o. s:evere a <f1~i-agnos.t~· of the -summon~~' s d1~ea~~ ~-2~--l\.~i§_, __ .. . ---------->,:-· -----=--------- -----~-- - --~--------~. 
~· 
. 
___ £'."'\ . - ---- -- -~ ~- ~---- .----· --- -- ---- ·----- .-- -
. --.-~-·---,,--~· ... 
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usually· the· case, Miss· Aiken turns. t.Q the writings of· Vincent o·f . . . "--. I ~-·~·" .. 
• 
. . 
· Beauvais for a poss_ible···exj?l~ation ;or the text.. <;onvincin.gly. enough, 




·:c_or_a11 · the symptoms; in ·vincent' s account of a dis'ec;l.se called scabbies · ·, -
·. -~ , 
.·.··•14., - . 
I • 
.,. -
.... -~ ' 
.She f·in.ds not Olll}'. exact paral·le1S fO~,,, the· Symptoms thentS·elVeS I· but alSO. . . . 
'/ .. 
'· ' : - ' . : .......,_,. 
sensibly notes that if the S~o!le.r were ~o_obvio~4' a lepe:r;,--t;h~c.ih[:1-J,e~rF-_-.___,......--:-i8:,=-~,.-·· ~· ___,, ----·----.. ---. -' . 
.--·-
. · ·pilgri:ll}s w.ould hardly have come·. in~o such. close contact with him. Ifi an . •\, 
. · .. "" . 
article previously cited, George Pace tenuously observes-.. .-~that CUrry is I . 
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..... Here_ agai~ Curry .has dQn~. a good .deal o'f ~esearch on the passage • ~ • • !:J • 
• 
. . 
and. has, at .. least .Partially, I? shown how Chaucer used his medical knowledge. -




·Howet~r, unless.. .. one '7i~ws Curry ·in terins of Garbaty' s __ ·._· ,_. --~, . ,,,._ 
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· the possibil:ities .of· a syphili·tic-.~umm~ne:r;;, Aiken~s pe>si~ie>Jl. is-. still·· 
:.· ---• . 
. . . \ . 
.,.._. ~ 
· tenable. Thus, it be:comes increasi~gly -clear that _the ta.~k of choosip.g · . " 




a· single particul..ar disease or inte.:n,ret.ation. is ~rqba.bly i.Jnpdssible and.:-·" · 
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·. ·_ the· ba.lanced ·cri;t:ic 's main concern in any discussion of Chaucer'· s use · of ------~--
.. ' . .. science' is' less. with coming .tp an absol~te· scientific eJq)lanation th~ . ; ., 
:with show~_pg how Chaucer used hi~ knowledge of science to create an ar-
_,.... .... . .. -- -• . 
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. -.--- ·: - ---~-- above. in~erpret_ations succee·a in .Pein.ting that ··out. -----·· - - -,--
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In a chapter that is almost _as_ mJ:1Ch___an__:_i-t1-tz'--0·aue~i~~into 1iteuie'vu.- · . . . -~. -
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, ....... , --meqicine as · it is a Co?isideration of the Doctor Of PhySik, curry ~-=ac7s .. 
.·. . that man of ·medicine w;ith the genuinely infonned theorists _and· p~acti-. 
.. I 
__,__ • ,__, - -
.:; J . as.trology; ... ~e Doctor would have. to be sti~eped in · both di-sciplines .•. · In ·--------~----·--
' ' ' 
: .. 
) 
addi tio~ tb-' his theoretical knowiedge Chaucer• s D<5b~r wou~d certainly . ~ . 
--=} ......... ----~--------·-----·- . -... ----·--
,···.··· 
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. \··-', . 
. the _General <Prologue ·("He kepte his .pacient a ful gre·et deel/In ho,u:~s· 
. . 
by h~s magyk natureel," -415-416) r' he was als.o aware of the appropriate-. . . . ' . - ---· - -- -- -
ness of'. thE: astr~logical- hoU.rs in administering cures (curry, pp. 13-14) • 
. 
-.:--~--J.'is ·an· cid~i:i.tional necessity. to' his pradtic~, the Doctor would\very .. ~~l~ { I, ' ' .,· .. 
..... 
-, .- . know how anawhen to make images (to ."fortunen the As_cendant"). CUrry . ,, .·· .. 
•.· ..... ,--· . 
·justi.f ies -thi·s science of images by . suqges.::e-ing_-that -w~r-ds- tl\emsel ves are. , 
,. 
__ ..:.,.-~-_:____ ------
.c..... • ..c •. !:,;..-·.-.~ •. -• ..:.-:....~.:::c .. ..:.:.~~~c·--· _·_:,-._--··:-·;+,-_:_~~:_·_::__:___·_ --- - - .. -- ----- - --- _:-:. _::--:=-::.· ----------- - - - -- . 
.....: .• -.:..:.:.::• ••• ..c .. ·-=-.,_ :.L.:'... .. .:_ .. :_.~ •• ~___.;-"-7---- -'----:==- ._ :: --·•-~=--~=:=---~---=-- -r;----"____:_ -=--=--~ - -- -- -;~:-~~--- ·;·::~·~::::.~;,:-~~=-~"~~"~j~_:'~~;~"_:cc~~~ i~t:he-~n:atur-~1':i.nst~~~t- ~£-=th~~ .. so~l and • . . mir~e-i~ . have J?e·en per- ,. ~-~=--···-
.. ,., 
. . . -formed ~;Q~<Ih~~~~----u~e_~:ci_f_~~~'! · -Cp-.-~--24}~~---~-£e----furthei;r~suggests,·- ffi~ff- t:ne~-~------- ~~~~~- - - ---:~-"'= ~·· ~ ,"=~ =;,· .. =c~ :.:-:c=.~- ~". :::: •' C •• - , . . . 
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.. whole: !1-nage-making_ pro.c_eps---1n-igh-t- ~-ive ctft-e1?atie:nt· a ce~t:airi"'"psycholog.i-' . 
- . ~ ---- -- -- ------- ~------
- - ,. ........ - . -- .-- - ...., 
' ' . • .n,:,; .. ;-·'• ... ~- ..... ,, 
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· Doctor · has al:so studied ·dietetics •. 
.•' . . :,,: 
,, Curry al·so maintai·n~ "that wllile ~·the QUtl±~, _.Q'f:.-t;h;e· Doctor'"i;, ... '.' ' .... r-··· 
·,. ' -~. . . 
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. knowledge and preparatiqn. is _iomparatively :-~~sy · to fo·11ow., a ·clear - ' . ~ ' . . ... . . 
-
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..... ,, ... -., '•''' , . ' ... '." , ..... ·~· .: ........ ' ... ' .... -, ..... , . 
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-. ·. uridersta:nging of· his personality, px:-esented £or -.the most part by means. 
. ,A 
. . . 
. ~__.......;..:..~-.. -, ____ --"-::-=·_-,.,.....,'.--:,....,-t,:,---,, ... ~.-. o:f ·sly suggest·ion. and ·innuendo, _ is exceedingly · di·ff'iCU:lt t~ arrive. at;.11 ... -.·.. . . , : . '. . . . .. ...•.... :·.---·----~---····:-.. --. , ........ ~.: ..... .......:~---.,--·-··· .. --,.-- .,_ .. : ... ----·-···.···',1.-,-, . . 
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. (p. 28) ~:- Presumably, the Doctor .is -excessively _p~olid and boa~tful ~ · 
. . 
Because .the Physician reads but ).ittle on the Bible,. CUrry conclude_S~-·. • . . 
. ' ' _.... '· 
,. 
- - .··--"-· --: --
that· the former is ·a scientific-- i::ationalist -and basically irreligious. "' .. 
I 
....,_ 
Curry also b,elieves . that the" Doctor trusts his own i_ntellect-· to -the ex-, ,, ___ -,.. 
' . 
.,'J . . 
__ .. _., ...... 
- ~ . 







cltts~ion of trusting -God. /Furthermore, the ~ctQt '.indulges .in_ fraud\llent:.':~=~---·-· 7 ------· :·;-· •'·•• - ··- •- - •· -·-·· • .... 
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practi9es with- apo,the.caries. 
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. . The~ argwnents curry presents ~~i&-~sl~ted . oi,inioil .of the. Doc~l'.'' ~ ·. · 
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. cause ·chaucer' the storyteller, would have had to receive 'his . informa-. . ~ . 
-
-
- . . - .• - . . 
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L : ... :,: ··---~ion about the _._Doctor. from h~~ .. pi~grimage exp~rience, cu:r:ry presume·s; ... 
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opinion of himself. . . This fact -together with the Doc·to.r .. • s __ shady rel a- --- ---- - - .. .. .... . --·- .. -- -- ----- -- - - ..... - . 
.. 
• ~ L; 
' 
. . ' 
. 
tionship _with his apothec·~ries and· his, scant Bible reading_ tend to make \ . ) .J 
'· 
..) -' . -.-·: one ques~ion · "whether -he is ever quite -sincere . and -frank_ with his. 
.. ;, . .:: _.., __ ; - - . - - ---- - --- --- -- -- -- -
,• _., . . "~·- ...... ~---.--;-- -...-~ 
. / 
. 
-~ :~~:~pa-tienfs.-ana:-_whether his· learning is as.·broad· and ~ccurate as he wou~d 
, - ._ . 





,;. ... ,. .,...,,_.;,.... ~ • 
. -~ have it appear", {CUrry, p. 28). Althoµgh.Curry gives no specific.line 
' 
. 
!, references for' any of his-'conun~nts.on_ the Doctor's persona~ity,he fe~Is·_ 
. . 






• ' • • • • ~) •• .w ;. 
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-------- -- - -. - --- .~ out giving. -specifi'c . proof) _ th;at _the·. Doctor probably discc;,ur.ses. __ ostentc!=~~-----' ,~--_. ___ -~~~~=<'._ 
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. the Doc~ot · -sees no need of -adherii;tg·,to strict historical. order, 
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.. · ties 
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. t 
' ; ( '.> : r ·sill& these. layi;nen-pil.g:tim~'will never knOWthe differS,nai. Curry .. 
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. . · 'further Illaiiitains that -the -_~ctor 's mention ,0£ li:is · ·apothecari_e~ -is a : .. _ t. -- i: > :': . 
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-·- - . -_ - __ .. ' ___ ·-·------· . 
boastfu1· hint· at. his _financial ·p·rOWess. 
~"~--. - . - -----------
His general ·app·e~ance an~· . 
.. .. . -· ,-· -,' 
. 
I • 
.. ·. "Dei:lring · sugg~st that he_ is "inordinately .. pioud" · of thiS astuteneSs in 
' ........ .. 
r . . .. 
,.,,..,,,,1·,n.1 ( 
. . 
· ·· · business. _.:, ·-- -~··· 
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." .. Curry's. closest attempt at proving these·_ theories is _in: his- citing· 
··-· -· _. ,._ ,_ •. -•• ~ •. • ... ~ ;_,;.,' .• _ •..• : .•• ··-.•.. --· ' . "I ' - ·' 
..~ .. 
I j-• , I 
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· ~ed·ieval phy~icians. ·John of . S_alisbury ·writes of young, flimsy, and 






needs of ·~oor~ TC) _prove that • . . -..,., . 7' 
. (; ,., . ·, 
mon~y-1;1.ungry· doctors who ignore·the 
rJ 
........ _, ·----" the DoC:tor is actually :{i tal_k_an_· -d no actic{ii, Cw:ry points bui: that the 
it-:· -· .. ----.- -- ·-- -- ---- ---- :\, ... · .~...__--r-- --- -- -----c--~.- ~--------.~" ·-----~------~--~~~=~·----~~~~.~--~~-.~-----~~---p----------- ·.; _______ · 
{/(: __ ·:,~.:;.·· . 




'1' ~ '. 
r,jJ< .. -·. . somehow because' he spea:ks well .. of ti:iese things,. he does not perform . ,. • . a ' ..,. 
l#f ···-· - . --. ,- -· - .--"' 
~-~~-~- _ ~~~~~- ~-- __ suff.i.c_iently:.. ~Although ·interesting,.· these obse;rvations ai;e not based on 
i;1tr · , 
·~---:- .. , .... 
.').,,,.,_,r,,._· 
If . _ ,~. . conc;:lusive _textual evidence. , -
itr Iri showing that tfie,.,Doctor is·· a ·••cold blooded rationa:list ·• • •. a 
. 
' . . . ' . 
~~J . . . I . . . . .· . . . " ' . ',,. , . 
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Bible" (curry, p. 29), Curry again cites John of Salisbury ·,who writes_ 
. - ~-- _::'. •<,.,., .• ,.,..,.,....... 
• • 
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- . { - ., 




Doctor did -not Eray at all; the doctor. "rs of the _opinion, -doubtles~, 
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. . 
. . .. 
-. -- -· --· ,~. . - . - -
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that to call upon God when Nat~re is sufficie~t is a confession of weak-
' . . . . . 
ness or an indication of fragm._entary knowledge-. • • • ',' (p • 31) • 
• 
In -describing .. the doctor Is fraudul~~ practices, CUrcy~ :j.s equ~_lly, 
as independent of the Chaucerian text arid as dependent on.__gener.al, · post-
. - . ·-- . -., ~ 
I ----~~.-,, . ... ~ I 
'"'' ''7';''~'''''"'-,~·,,,,;c,.~..... --, ~i~evaT)ll~dtC~i~frejit:i._S~s .· as· ·li~ is-i.n~tnec t)Xevious. ·OOns~aei:-aq:_nns;,, Iuf •Li·':.,~~7.~"°'' ··. 
. \ . -
, 
·------------··----,.'-----· -'-·.'~·-· ----·-· -~Q~-~-9:t:i~,~~-~~-mid--l 7th ce~~ury ~on.trove:r;sy concerning fraudulent·: apothe...:·' 
----·- ·---·-- ...... ----- ······-·-
,--.-----~:-~--~--- -c--·---·-?::;:1"··---·--·;----_:... ______ -· ---··- _'. . . - ------·------·---~------~-.. ~-·.-.,-----~- ---- -··:··:-.-·-
-·.---:~_-::_"":"'.·.---- -~-;:-_·-:.·-------------:::----·--·--- -------,-·----:----- -_-· :::·-: --.-~:-.-:----::-:-----:.~--------~.-·-- ---·---~--·---- _· ____ ---,----:-------- .. ----~
 ----------------·---------
-------·--·---- _·....:. .....:...:..·::·=-=----=-- - - -------- ·_ ~---.- .... 
----,-_-~~ ..... ~_. ··-'--~-c---·,·: .... , 
- ·,i: ·, 
•• ·_t, .. 
' . 
., 
-· .,._ .. ·---'·-- . 
·---------, . -- --------·· 
·. ·- ~.-.~--=~=- c;_a~y p_~~9_"t~g~~:, .· an4 fatuously infers· both that the same practices we~e ·-
- . . 
. . 
!\~---.. - -----,---~---··--. . ~~----- - ---· . ·.,, •. --~. . . .• .. . .. ... . . . . . 
-~·---------c---'--~ -----.. --------
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~· · · : ., · prevalent in -the l~th_ century .and that -Clia.ucex-'-s, ;Po9:tor -was one. of the~·e... ,. · 
• ,I. 
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. . ~ . . fral;lds. . According to Curry,· ·t:he~e fraudulent practice!3. p~ovide the 
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, lined with 1::.affeta and thin· silk.. He is your complete-"··,,fourteentl;l· ... 
century physician.~~. (p •.. 35). 
. . ( . 
, ...... .r •• 
·- '·:..:~ ...... ::.:..-~~--------·--.... -
. • --- ,hi-·- ----·----..-,---.--~ 
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_____ ,-_______________ & •••••••• -
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~~---:-~: .. .:--.a-··'··-·,---- .. ~·--· --Approp:r-iately enough, th~~ first chapter -of -Curry•s,-book has:. met 
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-.::•r:·· ~ - • • • • --
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. ..... · __ -=--: .:... •. _ .. __ • -· - -
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--- -
.. , with· more th.ah its share of critici·sm. · In his· note on a line in the 
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dismisses C._w:ry:_1 s __ imp lie?,,~ t_4,q:p __ th.a.t the.- .Docttlr--ea,n----only ···speak ·welq.·:.:on= · -··c·.::·=:~"' '· :-- · . 
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. in his . ability to ~~~ .. _ apout _his_.pxof.es-s-ien!L---(Rob-inson:,· -~p ~ ·-6~6Il-:~.,------I~n·-''"a~,,~,--,.~-----·-~---,-,,-~------""'"'''' --'---'-.:;...........-.-~~--=-.....---,----.:..--·-----.......,...--------:--··---~~,~~·-·- . . • ' . 
. 
- . . '• 
.---··,-··--
later -note Robinson· an-tacks Curry's ar}?itia:J:y ··p~sition concerning ·the, . ,ll. 
t'i,,,-.--·· •• ~ 
----- . '/' .. Ph.ysician 's .illegal business practices: ··"With.this f~j.liar fling a_t 
. 
. . _____ ,_.-~-doctors·· and druggist~ [1. 425] c.f. GOM~e--t_._. ·--· _-l!rofe~sor-£t.irey,,._----ci.:....· t..-.e_,sp,r-· - .. ___:,_..-,-,-..,.---...:....--
·---·-- -· __________ ____;,._ ___ .L-.--·---:-----.~~ -·--·-·......_...:."'----....,..-· 
··~-. 
·····-··· - ···--.. --
... ----- ... 
-.......... ,- -· .•... _ ..... -. -
..... 
evidence from the ·seventeenth century of collusiori· between-men of the' .. 
- ---~ ·- -- ·-
. ~-... ···- -
2-.J,_:_- ___ - - -- - --
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· two calltngs • • , • But- Chaucer• s ·-repetition of a CUfi'.e-nt joke on the 
medical profession· hardly justifies Professor Curry, setting do~ the ., . 
·. . . . . . t . 
-···--- ------·boctor among -apOth~CarieS I quacks" · (Robinson, P• 662·) • 
·, 
:tn addition· to Robinson_·• s --remarks,· there have been. several other·. , .. 
. 
- . ... ~ 
. 
. 
of Chaucer's Doctor. ·rn· the notes-··ti:>_: .. f ---.---
· tried· to· use n~tural forces. Since wax ilnages .~ere. only used· in blaclc . ........ ~-· . .. 
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·. th~ images described_ by Chaucer were mos·t. likely 'not wax • 
,:'! 
. The one 
. . 
· ·, ·_. · important · stipulation f·o:r:. these _astrQlogic~l images was "tji.g_j;- __ tb_~y • · .. ~-·::·_--~·· -·· '.'::: .· . . 
.,. 
-
' ' • ·, 
. 
, <, • • 
' 
·>-~--=~~'.~-:'·-------- .. : · . Citing Thorndike and- Thebit as authoritiesi··carroll caniden:,-·_ Jr~ take;s;··. - .-·-: · · . ---·.> 
··•·. 
-- - ' 
... issue wi~ a~ly and rather convincingly states that altllougp the images 
. ~ . 
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ft,·'. 
. 1' ' --- . . • ' -··., - • 
. 
·- wh_en associ.ated wi·th '(nite or 11nature~111· magic,- these imqges "may be for 
, 
,«, . 
.•. ,J .. ---- ········---------------·-··------.. --·-···-··--
• l " (Camde~, p. '362). · In, anoth~r intere-sting ·,article. linking Chaucer W'ith 
- /.· 
. ,. 
;Vincent of Beauvais,. :.Pauline Aiken plaµsibly suggests th~t ~the "houres" 
' .. ··-·······------,- --,._ 
- . ;.,..,, ... 
1· '.!' ;• ;,· 
..t~- - ,,,_.t-: .·· ~ 415) are",Aot · -the._ appropriate astrolog·ical, hours for a·am?:-~~~.~~,iA9:,;,,~~~,~· · · 
.: -·-' ----· ·, : . .-
. . ·-- - • • 
- . ,, 
. •·!,, ~. ' •. h. :;-ri-•-,_._~~ ~.;.___ . ~ . ' . . ' ·;.· .... :~. . . ~ 1·;':... . . . ' . . • • . ~')f'~ .. ~-·~-,.- . . 







& ~\_,,,.~ ' . --.. ,. -- . -·. ,~ _ ... 
•, 1,.', ,,• ••. " Many other critics . have · CO!l:4'1Cted.~paz-al-lel studies_ wl!j.·cQ supplement -~-------·~_····_, - .................... , ..... -:-:-:--:~---- .. -·-··--·-,-~-,, •... .,._. ____ ·-······ -.. --· ·-----------------.--.--... - ~ .... ,--··-- . . 
' 
. . . 
. identify a ~pecific_ source for Ghattcer' s list Qf 'th~J)octor•·s authori~ . ' M;J.=,::-::-. --• 
,v~~ 
·j.· ·.ties~ H. H. ,Bashford studies_ the influen_ce that two Englis_h authorities 
·.;.-- . ., 
' .. 
1 .. 
. .. . . '·,, . (J.ohn · of Gaddesden arid Gil.pert 'the. Englishman) · would have hag on the 
--· .• _______ .. _ .. , .. ---· ··--·- -- _._.__ ' -· 
. . __ ,... 
Doctor. ,31 . Pauli:ne -'Aiken _aga~n_ points · to Vincent of Beauvai-s as .:a ~oi.:..~.- · 
. J. 
........ 
, ~j?-\' ..... 
. . sible source· for. all ~f Chaucer's name~s. :~~-~,t-;- · ~ · • every· medical detail 
.. ' 
~--~·.,. ~-------referred to py·· Chaucer " • 
• • ~ 
I 1S 
-' ' 
with@ut exception~_ includ~d .. in the -
c!-.. -~-
/ . 
- -·-· .. , . . 
------ ------ - ~---..:·- .-------
= -~:_'~ :-C.,; _:_~; ~ :-· .... ,$.Ji?~¢ul..:uni• ----~'Ph~~t; 's·· s~EE:!llen~- on ail- ·1?0±n~~uf~medi:cal·~or1ran.~-~----: .. :~·-· ·. ·-_ .. _ .. _._-.. 
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.. - • .. 
.---~- _____ :_ •. : .••.. -.• -;·~.-·-·•··. ' 
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,• I • - ·-
.- ·:_--. -~-~ 
------ --- --
'\....;..\.._' ... 
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. • • . • 
. • • . . <:;,• . -· . ----.. . • . . 
-pr~ctice ag·re~ ·perfectly with if:~ ·teachi'il~-, H±s--verses ·eontain .. clQ§.e __________ _ 
- -- --- --~--
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-·· -- . ---- -··· ··- -- ··-·· 
_· ·.· .• _ .:= =,;~;.:;:~ .. : ~- ,~~--y;ziiat· p;r~il~ifi~tci:SOllle ~i-it; =;h~;~s. ··· ·-afi1e~±noi~- corresponds~"-· ·· -~~~~~·:,-".-~:;-v _ .. 
.. ·~· . 
.. '!'I 
; t~ 
•• "1,. ·,. 
' .. exactly and consistently ·with that-of tne_encyclope~a. ·_·Every medical 
ati.thority mentioned iri his. ·WO~ks-.is citEid ip. i.ts -.pages.:u 32 . Albert·•·· __ . 
"{ --\. 
·, 
; ~ _,, 
. ' 
Nichqlls tries to identify eatjl o.f;Jtl}~ ~11.thorities.f"he1 also points out 
--. . •' ~ .. ,... . ' . . , 
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. . . . i.. . '· . I; . ., . . . . .. that ·Chaucer could have··rci:iad about ·tj:lem at ·novet prio:r;y·:or at St. ! 
. 
. , . I . 
' . 
···''Fi Augustin.e's. abbey in Can~er:pury. g·a lri .perhaps · the most intormea· and . ·., .. · 
,. C: 
. ___ ... , 
thqrough .~tudy of this prqblem,e,__. Rc>ss·e11 Hope Robbins· says -tbat Ch~ucer · 
. • I . . 
. ' ' 














r . ~ 
· ··.· · · · i. \=-: : =·;i· acquired a knOWledge of i:hese · authorities f rem various.· 14th· century ·, =-... : ...... ··· · ·· ''"' ; - - · · I 
_ .• - _.,. 0 
• 'l . ~.;' 
;,;: r-
.. ~ources; Chaucer ..-s acquaintance with them ... s.impLy~-reflects-~th~- ~-knowledge -. _- , ~· .. .· ...-;- -
6 
p ,~ ·" .,. 
a. . . 
.·. /of an educated,~14th Centµry phYsician. 34, , . 
:./_.. . '· ·-. 
/'· 
. , .. ...- --· ,· ..... 
,·. 
. . .' t. . .. · . . 
~th(!Ugh .these ·suppl~erital st:1.;1¢1.ies point to the ·limited Scope' of ·.c· .·, ... ' -_ .,_._ : C _. , ./ _../ ·, 
For, while Curry' ·S. 
--- -·,., 
.. 
·general background on medieval medicine iS, h~pful, his comments qn. the:· 
... 
- .... ,- ···-JI 
··:-···"-·_,: _____ .~_ -.:.."----Deet;e~~,~-pe-r~ena:,l·ity~-.~·are~·~f=a·~·,··more~-eurry . -th-an: ·ehauc·er·~~-·t>rrc;e-· again,~-~-:hi:s~-·~~··--~ . ~~-~~- ·-···-· 
. _·prQ~edure is to make 'a rattier questionable assumption_ -~oncerning the . . .... 
text __ and then px-~9ee~ to !?~~e hi_s e!}tire 'critical· position. up~~ thai;· . 
. . 
'· . 
. ----··t-··-... a.l.'bitrary ground .•. In. -this c~apter _he unjust:ifi.ably presumes _not pnl~-·-_ _,_. 
---------. • 
. 
. I.;.:('. - . -- . , ' - . . 
. - ..... that Chauceri s en.t:.:ir-~- ·aoc0unt· of -the· physician results from the Doct.or' s 
< 
,.,,, ..... 
own proud and. ·boastful- ,talk. (one can hardly . sense th,j.s, contrary to .. 
-··tu.rry 's ·suggestion, f rom----the "indirect dis course" of the Gen~r al :pro- · 
,. 
' ' . . .... 
~---· ----- - - . logue)_, · but ·also_ t;hat this -Cante+bury pilgrim. is a direct forbear of . 
. -!. 
.. .... 
-· ... -· ...•. - .. . . . . - ··--- ..... - . . .. . _,. . ·- ·-· ·---·. --···----··--···---~·--·-··---------.'.·-··.,--•l __ ---·-·----·· -- .. ,-... ·-~. 
··-- .. ,------
those scandalous 17th ~ntury p~ysicians who are described in CUrry's 
. '" .... , .... 
limited· source~~ -~~~_retrospect, ~n~-- might simply note· that ·curry never:, 
\ 
-- -------:-· ···------ . -... ----- ---
-· qt1i te succ~~ds in . giving any ~pecif ic . or convincing. proof of ei'ther 'th~~ . 
- -·- - ·-·-·----·- -- --- -- --'-·· ·• ·' - -
- ·- - -- . 
, . :·_.:..:-~· --·-· -·-·-·:._:: ______ :.· _, ,-- . ·-.-
... - - ·-· ·- - --- ----- --- - . 
. ----·- .. -- - ....... ·- ·- - - ,- ---·- -- . -- .... --0: r.. :·.:_....'.,__, . .. ~. ···-·----' ·- -. ____ ._. -----· -- -·'~---, - · .. --- -~A. . . . ....... - . .. . " ' . . .. ·, .. . ' . .. . .... : . . . .. . ... 
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. . ... ·; ~ - .•.. · ,-'.~·-~:·-·Another con·trciv:ersi-a.l: chapter i.n..:.chaucer and the Medieval • S;cien~es- -
. ' 
. 
. ~·· :. ·:is "The Pardoner's· Secret.,11- .. Basing his posi 1;:ion on Chaucer I S -physical • . . • r 
·~·.t., l . • . 
qet:.ails, · Curry calls the Pardoner a eunuchus ex· ,nativitate. The pil-
I 
_grim 's. long, straight:.,· yellow,.,, -tjiin -hair_; wide, glaring eyes.;. scarce 
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. . i:>em:d;· and· long, '·s~:r.awnY. ~~_c::k-, all point toward that concl·usion. 
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No ber.d hadde he, ne nevere sholde have·; 
As sniothe ·it "WaS as-. it were late ~haye.·,.:· 
. . 
.) 
. ' . -.... 
52 
,• 
'\ .. : 
.. -;. 
. If • . • 
. ,....-, ' 
/,1 
I 
- ··· , I trowe he were a geldyng or a mar~ •. · (Gen J?rol·, I (A) ·688-691] 
.t ~--j ...... . 
I I·. . -~~. 
. ·"'· •... - -·· ···-·····. -·---- .. ·-·· _, ........ r..-· .. -----·· -- :-·----·----'"· - . 
.. . •·· . 
..,, __ ••• : ·······--· •• •• -----~ ---· -:,_ -- __ _..', .---- •••• ...... • --···---· - e-'. ---·--- •• ---- -- -
. ... 
. Howeve~·, while his ~ondition is pitiable ·in · one sens~, .it .· also . epµows. · ... , ... . ·-
· ... ./ . 
" 
. ·, 
... him with craftiness_ ·and viciousness . 
1 ;· ... . 1 . 
. . 
··--· ------- --- -- ·==· - --~--- -··--- ---,--_-
,.. . ., 
··After pointing out the similarities betwe:en the Pardoner-·a:nd a -·--- .. ·- . -- . ·-- -
-.... 1 . . ~ 
. ~·.; :· .. '·- t-~. 
certain_ Favorinus - a eunuch .~escribed by Polemo:p - Curry uses· the 
,_ 
principles involv~.4 in ~WCing that identificat:1.on to clear up 'bne or·· two 
I ~· -· 
- - , ·-- . - -· .... --:·· ... --- ... ~···· -_:-··-. ...... 
~. • I 
.. , 
surprising tha~ t:Jley expect him to.tell a ripald story: 
\ 
,·- _. __ _ 
,-- • . l. "Nay, lat hym telle· · us of no r ibaudye ! 
., '• ~ 
. '\; 
'· 
- - .. ~ . --··--·--· --· -···--- ·- -----. - .. ·-- ---- -.-- ... ... - .. ·- --·- . 
• ... 1Pe1le· -·us sam moral thyng, that we may lee.re .. -· · - .. · - ·-··-- · 
··-
. . r; ... . ' 'Som wit, an<:I ~th~nne wol we, gladly heere ~" 
• 
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·-·-· ··. '.'Furthermore . , Cllrry .vaguely implies .-that- :t?ecause the.,.Fardone.r is .defi-· · 
,, 
. . - . -
-·~ ··-·-··-··· ... --·-··· . --····· -----· -- . ··---~ ... ' . 
--. ·------- - ·. . ' :~~ : 'eieiit_ in o~e way, his final attel!lpt· at selling .·tne~ re.lies . is -his supreme 
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·~att.empt a·t .self-fulfillment, and p:F:oof to ·hims:elf._ :of his -,own:_perso,naL----·=i· 
.. -
worth •. Hi·s ~·secret" also .. exp.lains his hyper-sensitiye reaction to the 
. . . ___ .'?-.----. 
. . 
JHost' s de;rogatory · remark •. Finally, despite _the- fact ,·tha~ ohe c·alls the 
----~-···~·-·· '-~ .- ... , 
. o, 
.. ·pardoner a eunuchus e~. nativitate, Curry _state~ ·th.at·being. ''.feEilile-. in 
' •- ... 
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.· l;>_ody, th.~ugh not· necessar~ly .. ,entireiy impotent, ~he permits ·.li"is· pol.~uted ·. 
- -~ ---·----·---~ ------------------- ----·-- ----- --
·, . 
... -.,,-., · · · imagination to revel in thoughts of lust and_ fle.shly d~ligbts ". (I?,~ -~91 ~ · 
. ·.": - ; ~ _, : ~ 
' Here again, ' sever~l critics have_· added observations to Curry Is 
' \ .. 
In criticiz~ng· Manly's ·po~i-~~()n: 1;:h~t. ·the Pardo~er's.ha:ir .. was ... ->- .. --· ......... . 
. . . . . -
. - '. -----'· · .... ---~~~-... ·-· · .. ______ ,......,·. __ ,, ~- -~- ____ ... __ ., -·······. . 
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... , abundant, . D .•. W •. ·;Hendrikson is in basic agr~ement with CUrry: '.'Chaucer 
.. i~ saying of~ the· Pardone·r that his hair· w~~ very sparse, Put he arrang~ 




various· critical· opini~ns on ~Er· Pardpn.er;)3 agony and comes to an app:i;-e•· 
- . .-:. . . 
diation of Chaucer's artistic use of., :pl}ysiognomical. detail and to a 
·' ' ' . . r- .... · 
. ! 
. 
·· · - b~Sic ~greemen~' w~th Curry-' s sta,nce.~36 · Beryl _Ro~l-and disagrees w:lth 
. " 
o, . 
. . . Curry and calls the Pardon,r• a "testicular pseudo-hennaphrodite ~f- tne 
0 
feminine. type. ~·-37 , .Row.land argues that by ident,ifying the Par~oner .with 
.. . . 
·"" 
a hare ~aagoat-~both of .which w:ere, traditionally thought- to be bi-
. , 
. . 
., • I • - c, 
• • 
s~xual---and extreme .. ly lascivioµs - Cl;lauc.er was. indicating that the 
. : .. Pardoner '_'could not function'.as: a .. ·male" yet was extremely lecherous and 
,,,.,.·I 
feminine. _ ;1Furthermore, - tbe very _authorities that CUrry cites. maintain 
/ 
. _ .//,./ that "libido and petenci are absent~ ~J}--~~--: ___ g~~ eunuchQ_j_g." .. 'J:' .. ~lJ.~--~-~~~llCQ.$ ·_ 
• ·., I 
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-
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were also· thought to b.e-· ver, tall - a. phy'sical feature which Chaucer· 
would_ never hg.ye ·neglec·ted .to note. 
-. 
While this ·attempt to explain- the· 
\ 
'. Pardoner Is problem ,relies 'mainly' oil modern scienti~ic knowledge'' Rowland ' ' ' 
- -- -- --- -----··--· 
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·. . . . .. " • e -. - , . - . . . . - . e I - e . ,..r ' -· - .- a - -· -· ..... _- o"' -
·_ does seeiit--to~ make a valid point·wnen .. she cr1.t1~1.zes CUrry:--£~1-seou11tiri9. 
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' 
Rowland· presum~s- that if ~he P~rdoner were. a ·-eJin~ch, he obviously could. 
. 
. 
~-- ._: ... '.'nQt be guilty .. of· all .. :those faults. curry,1 -h'c,wever, .seems:not only:.to.· 
',::z:t,. 
· ignore :th~t pr<>blem, but· also .to maintain vaguely that the Pardoner is·.· 
,·!' •.:, . .- .. (, 
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a, ... ,,. .• .,· 
·\•· 
not. necessarily completely impotent; ~ow this can -~e . so, curry does not ....... r ~•. - . . . . 
··-- . 
- . ' 
. r· 
mention. . Wh.I.J~e. Rciw_land does r¢ly . on· modern sc:ientific: ~owledge, · her· 
- .,/ 
,,A;, 
. ,l)OSi tion seems., . to ':.b~ . somewhat· more'\ ,in keepi;ng . ~ith . the . 'f.acts . ~~ Cba.µ(?et 
presents -them:• 
-.. .-. . 
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_ I ' { 
· · .. such an interp~etation reveals. why he is add·ressed as · "thou ' 
. 
· ·~ · · ~eel amy" c • · • • · and why, instead of replying with cheerful, ·., ,. ,,, ' . ·( 
··--·. - ' .. , .. --- ... - . - - ~ 
- - -·· -- -·· 
.. ·- .. 
. 
' . ' boasting repartee to be expected from the normal man, he . 
·'· . -~ 
.... C. '• 
• • ~r 
-. 
~ ...... " -·1 
.... ' 
reqeives the Host's indelicate threat t·o··his ''coillons" in --·---'·--1,----~ ~...:.,._._------- ..... 
¥M,_ -
. angry sile~ce ~ ·• • ;rt explains his rel.ationship ·with the_· 
.· .•.• -~.,.:~_, ____ 
0
;_~~~:--~~L-~--~-----~'----~- ____ $1.lIIll110ll¢r, ··.· ~ re:J.ationsh.ip hardly· possible. if. _he. is .regarded·. - ~--·· ___ '._,.s.·---'--'·,--'-:,.-~ - - ______ ;;_ .. ~-···- .--·.---·-··-----· ------ ~ • •. 1.t:- - ., . '. .,. -, .., ·"r I - . . . ' ' 
, :, 
--; --. ~- · - as a. eunuchus ex na ti vi tate, in view of: the absence of 
...... > 
.1 ·.. .\ 
.--·· 
." .. :.-- ·. · .. libido~ . It explains why he should be contemplating matri..:. 
--·-. - -----meny -.- .• • and· -why he should boast of h~ving·~·a ···joly wenche 
in every toun" ; - • • He is sexually abnorma-1-, a-s----the- Hos~.. .· 
realizes,. but at times· pe shows the typical·desire of· the·. 
- . - - -
deviate ~o conform to_-~~ sex i11 which_ b.e is .. reared,. al- ~ • < -
• 
- --~ -c_--:----. .' . . •·. - . . ' --
though physically he:, m.?J.Y be unable to do so '(Rowland, 
p~ 58). 
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- .sub.seque-n-t-_-···O~i-ti-eal ~-~nsights---as---has---a.ny···-otner·-·sin·gl·e_- i-ri:terpr·etation-~----Irf · ··~ · . ·-· --- -·· -- ·--. . 
,.. 
,._, ,, 
· a the>rough but now_ dated survey .of Pardoner.~criticism, :G. · G. Sedgewick ' ~.. 
... 
. . . 
.... 
,- ....... ·,.____..-----· lia~-·· noted curry's contribution: 
... ···~ 
. 
•. __ _!,!_.., 
.. f""""".•• 
''. • • Professor w. c. Curry has prqved · 
. ' 
' ' 
---· -· .... -- .. -- . - :.~ ·--· ··- --------· ·-. ___,____ __ - ... ,--:--·--· .. ' .. to_-,--~-~ s(hock_~d .admira-tion Qf- scnol-a.r-ship- • •. • i;;Qat· the- e-cclesias't- · had- -~:·----=~---------------------------· 
.,- ·-···•···. 
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.,., ' : • < ~ • 




_ .. - ·- ----- - ----. . >.. ... . . '. 
the' physical characteris'tics of a .type of Yiifortunate known in (those 
writings as eunuchus ~- nativate. 1138 While ~isagreeing with CUrry's· · 
~ssumption that the othe.r· pilgrims ·would be· closely familiar· Wi~~-·~--~------~ -r · .· ·_. _=_ - ~:- --= :_"'..'-. ". ~- - ~ . 1·. •· . . . • . .•. ,: 
-_. • •· .. • 
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-
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-~ .... -~--··.c.--'-· -~-~·-=--=·' ·=· ·;-c-=· c~· -~--~-. ___ pby~iognomiets_,°" _ _s_e.dgewi.ck adntits .... ,~1*1a~~---!-',.the:r;,e--~..io need to minimize wha.t ,· . .. 
-·· ·-- --~------------ -· -,-.·-··-
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" -;'· ~ r----· 
-__ : ___ --~~ .· · __ ····: ~- . ~----- · _.unoerstaridi~~ ~of -th~ . Pardoner" (p ." 435) • 
~o~ver , Sedgewick further 
. . ' 
.: ~· ~ \ . ~ . 
,_ ':<" -· .. 
' . 
... ·,· :-:· 
. ,. "· -~· 
_,-
I - - " 
f,eels that by .erroneously ca1~ing th1e,. Pardoner's prooi·~- a_· ''secret.;~" .. 
• D 
, 
·curry · 1eads · himself to an "oddly'· naive ~y~ew of the Pardoner' S ... +a$1: ·. 
. ' ' 
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\ ' ' - . actions .• . • • " (p. '\)6). ,Accot'ding to s~gSWiok, curry's belief that ··· 
·~.' . . .. 
·the. Pardoner trieil to .. _ deceiv.e the pi·l.<Jrims by -calling them his friends ~--__ . -·--'-.·-· ·------- ,--·-------... ',• '· 
,-..,._. .... ,! .. I' 






. percep·tive· ~q:r:goner, . in .whom there is some- ~~4, -. seriolisly ·tries tc)· . ... - ...... - - - "' 
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•, 
'',l"-'j ·- :. -:--~·-.- • 
point Out a moral in his tale but then gives in to~akness and makes 
-....._ 
. 
. . 0 . 
~ '----• •.• ,' ·--~-·- • I, • 
. his pitch. --The pilgrims; overly ·iinp~es::ied wi~h bis· tale-., are hushed;'_ 
-........ '· .. 
. 
--~,: 
~ the _Pardoner cannot pass .up··_the chance to ,."·1get sane fun o~t of their·-,, 
' ' 
' ' ( ~ ., . ~ .eIQbarrassment'": "The hu·sh has 'flattered the prec;icher's vanity _and s.o - •., -··· ... · .· ·.---~.:..·-.•_:_:_._..:,... __ .,_:;_. ____ ---·----- ---
. ' 
""' 
.- . leads to -his un9-ojng. T~pted beyond meas-qre, he 1·ets fling at th~ . ' ' 
P-ilgrims with his impudently ·ironic jo~e •. ~11 ·gµard~ down.!' ·cp. 457); _. 





article,- subsequent readers have tossed ·-this e~Bing aro~na· until the· 
.•.·· ,,.,,. ,• 
. - .... . 
I; • • 
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------ ----·~- - -
·.whole · matter has _ become blurred-by ~he cri ti.cal fnlc. 
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--~~- .· ·1ess of the position one ~~es,, the _impl;_C?~~ions of Curry:' __ s __ obs~enrailoP-· ..c....---.'---· • '· . -------"'------- -------- ·-. . ----
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Another f_a.irly recent att~pt to deal W'i th <!)the implicat.ions ;.Of 
• T ; 
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,, 
f. . , 
curry's position. is·· Leo F. --·McNatnar·a' s article on "Chaucer's Ast9nishing 
. 
. ·Pardone-r. 1139 . _In.--this0.1hteresting study McNamara maintains tllat the . - . 
. n . 
-·- ------- )-------.-;;::-~=-~--~--narrator is - "deliberately evasive" as to _·the exact nature of the Par- . , .-;:-·· 
II..' . ··: •. '., f, 
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~····--·· .. ) i 
·- --- -----
.'.< ,, 
- .. ,---····."-,. :.._.-. doner 's · abnonnali ty: ·. "Wh~t is perfectly eyi<{~nt, _·however-, .. is tne ·fact . .. ~ . 
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. . 6.01) • - In maily~ays hurt by .. ithi,s -disdain, the~ Pardoner, . according -1:o . . _ c~ . . 
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~inal appeal.: - ". - -~ - .·_·the. spir.\t of aqcomniodation ·accounts both for his-
.' ... ~ .. . 
- '' 
·confession, in·.whic~:~Jie--· could ~splay and satisfy his pride, _and his ... .. ' 
app.~al to the pilgrims-· at 'the- ~nd, .whereby- he makes a 'final bid for.,· 
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.·acceptanc.e as ·a·· merry· companion •. ·· I-t. might .even ·cicqo.unt. for the much u , I 
- -·-· --- . - -· ----···--·--· ._ -- ---··- ---·-· ---
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. disputed blessing, .. as· showing that he was w·illing tq go ~ven .. that·.far ·to ·. '. .. . . ... ' 
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· ···-~: :::i.-:-··:-··-;-;----r-~ptove liis good fellowship"· (p. ·603). Although- strangely .close to· .. -·- ~ . . .. , ~ . 
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0 
.. -~---~· ----~---" CUrry,Js~ view: of·-the-·P·a-raoner:, -McNamara al.ludes to curry ·only. brie:fly~ ~.· u -~~:- ---~.--· .,, •••• :.. .... - ........ . . . . . . ' 
-
. 
• ---~-~---L- - • ~--- -· -- - - • - --- --• ~ ··-··--·--· ··-·-· ----. ·- ---------~-------<! - ----------------- -- --- . - - - -- - -- ---- ----- -- • - --- - ----------- -- -------- -- - ·- - -..I 
However, perhaps the chi,ef way .. that Curry is important to recent 
' . 
' . 
•· --. ------------ ----·-··--;, -- ---------- __ .,. ___ ... , . 
,.i, '"" . \ .· 
~·, 
·. c:ri ticism of .both.- the Pardoner and his tale is · through Robertc P-~ ~--.-,~,--· . ~ . ·.,, :· 
' -- Mille.r's ".spiritualization" of the eunuch ·conc:ept.~·4o Miller acknowl~ 
, ,, 
l edges 'that 'eurry ''has ~deqqately dem~nstrated~that_ Chaucer's account is . ' - ,, - • J. • . ·• ' • 
..-
. •· • 
• 
, - - - .. _' ·~ 
II ( • 




, "' 'ir 
·o ... _ .. 
~ ..... Chau·cer used ,''the detair-·of, eunuchry" in a spiritu-al and universal way ... ·. 
,,· 
"'"' ~~ 
"The ~ardoner's. ' ' -·-. ..,.,,, .- ---.-,,.. ~----- ---~- · to inclqde "any pilgrim on his e~thly pilgri~age": •, ,.._ - - - - . ·•· • .I • ,. 
• 
. ,,i~~--·--"·=·"~._____,_ -~.,-. -------~-.. --,-..,.:- .. --;··--- .. 
. 'secret•· may thus hol-d the -secret of his li ter_ary exist.ence • • • 
- ' 
Chaucer,_ in making -his; Pardoner a eunuch, ~flt~nded to expo~e and to 
_ ...... , ........... ,,·-·····------·.,··-~·~-~~ .......... ,, .•.... _. ..... ,~ .... ., ...... ,_-.. , .. ,,._ .... - . ' .. -.. ,. . .. ---, .. - ---~ .. ·--·---· ·- ... . 
' . 
. ~. 
;. -- ·.- ·----=- ~· .,.: ....... :·-':·-~. 
. tJ. ., -- - - --- - -
_., 
stress .. , the -essential nature of th~s- Canterbu:r;y pilgrj.m'!_ ~(-Mi:l-1-eE.; p. 1-8-1) • ______ .. _,.._....,_._ ~-~~ ...... ------.- . ,- _,_,_:_ =.- .;..._:.. .•• ..t;:. :.;: ' ..;;~~ - ' - . 
' 
.,· -:o-,.:.~; ..... ... 
; : ;,/' 
.How~ver ,, in order to resolve the inherent inconsist~hcy of )laving a ... ~ ,, - ....... ,'• 
-·-~--·--·- - ---·- .. -· -- .. -·- . - .,, . - --------. ··--- . - ......... - --- - . - ' --
,. lecherous eunuch,., Miller point-s to the Old and New Testaments which dis-
ting¢.sh between spiri tu~l and physic.al eunuchs : . lfThe I spiritual 
... 
eUilUChS I are those WhO I by· 'an act . Of_ Will, le~d the lif ~. ·of ·cha~stity for 
-. 
-7•·~· .... '._c : • ..... ------. -------·-- -- • 
· --- ---------·- the sake of tne kingdom of heav:~n" (p. 18.3). However, there is also 
....... · . another kind of spiritual eunuch .. (destabilis), which is •'the antithesis· .. 
. \•\ 
·• 
· . of spiritual eunuchry. " 
"- ' 
This kind- of spiritual eunuc}:lry llis also the 
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' ,· •·,,-·• ''0•.C.''·'•--' ... _.-,,,.~~•• .. ,•U'-:-:-·.·~.;,'.,,_,.,,,c .• ·, ------.-~::.. --~ :·~ -·~~- _ ~;L~~-~-_;:·, ...... -· .. restrlt:-:~l:rf-an act 'b£~ .. w1Il~·-:b11~t.-~o-~::::·~,ancc-opp6si·t:e~~:":act"',<cih >that· ct:nis tnari, iri'' .. ·. -_"C' .,._,~:~·C'.>< .·· ·••"'~·-··· ·-~-· .. ··-_··-····--·--'~·~~·-, 
- -- ~ .. ---------~--
-- -----... 
,;; _:°":·,·: .. = ... ~-----~·:'·--~u11" knowledge .. of---the,-bqna et.u~1lia,,~ ·chooses·-the worse part: ..... · '.:...'. ' 





. ---·--···----- -- ----------- ---·· ·-:-,:· . - --,~-· ·-----~---=-- - -
0. 
.-~- otiosa -•.•• et .. vana" (p. 183). ·. He refrains ·from .in~orming· qi_$· p.~igb~L-~~-~ ·· 
. ' . . . ' 
' . 
'-
, •'ll)'.·<. -:, ,, 
I boi::, ·does no g<l?d deeds, and cuts himself -off ·from--good·works. · _ 
I ,-
· . ..,.' 
' . -
' - . . ~ ' . . . ' , '' . . ' :· ' Whi,le "this kind of eu.nuch·.is also a physical eunuc~, his- bodi:Lt ·'de-· 
' ' 
. '. -~ 
,· .. a.,. 
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ill. 
- ......... :• .. ___ .. , .. . 
···· :·pervers.ions~· .. Thus, Mill~r distinguish~s-···between th~ .eunuchQ.s .. Dei · a.nd· ' f- ·. 
. \ ' 
,. I . . : .... ~ ... ~ ,: ... 






. ·, .··1.· · spiritu~l fru;i.t" .(.J?.· 185) •· .. Although-by yoca·tion ·the P,ardoner should be· 
-,, ... :. 
. ~ ... '. ....... _ ... . 
.· . . . . . , . ' . '° /" 
. .• 
. . , 
. . 
. . . ' 
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. ..- • ':-• ,• • 0 • ,. 
;• ... -~':t• \ ' - •. . ., ' '' ' . , __ '• --~ .- .· ,· ' ' ._ 'C.' _· .. ,·-.-•-••• •-•-•• ••-··--,-• _- .. _~,.~ .... ,- .... ·-••-L\---~~-..'...:_. _ _:.c r, ,•-
•.•. ------~--~---:, ... ~-,-~-~----·'".,"-· ___ , __ a .. eunuchus: De.i-,.--h:e .obviously·· is·· not-~---~·-·n·e has will'fu;Lly· · ·11 cut himself o.ff-' · .· .. , . . . ' ·- ' . . . . . ~ 
·. 
--------------·· . ---·-- -
---------- - --·- ------- - -- ------·-----··---.,)-·_---·------------------ ____ ._.._...'.:_ _____ ~-------- -
- -- ---
. --·-- .. -·•···--····--------·- - --· ' - w·-----~-. • 
·--·:····:·-·"-=-:~~-=--~--:-. ----, - · from vi:r;tue .and good works" because_ 9upiditas is _·moving ·him •.. Although. . . . .. . 
. . . ' 
. 
. 
~ • ·--- _.J 
. . 
. : ,' · .. 
he is physica:1-ly a eunuch, the Pardoner· is spiritua~ly -a lecher· (Miller, ... :.--
. ~ . 
. 
. 
' ' ) ~ ._p.· 186). •.. Instead of multiplying in ,good works; he. :r:nultipli~s. money. py ·~ ... 





·, !. ii. l • 
•, Another. bi.blic:al conee,t: which· Miller sees as informing .tlle ·Pa:r:_-:-· 
... 
J 




.. '. is irifused with. the metaphoric -Change from th~~ "Old Man II - to the liNew .. ~ . . . '.'~ . 
. '
. . . 
. . _.., - - l,. ·"' ' .>l . 
. 
.· ,~ .. ... Man" wlj.ich:~every good Chti~ti~.-·must -gnqergo. Here Cha1:1cer plays~ with, ·- - -- -,--- -. - - ,- -· - =-:- -- - - - --
.-... 
.. • 
.' th!:s concept· i~ pre~enting his eunuchus non De~ .~S. .. ·a_ ve:tus.homo., Just . 
• . , 11!1~ 
."·-. "'""-:-...: 
········cs \. ~ 
. ;.,• . . ' : 
. 
., 
as Christ~s _deatlr oxerthrew-.. th; ·01<1 Lawi~S0-7""~houl<F'the ·chriSi;ian crucify /··----··----·-······----- ··-···· .. ---~,-:..--__:.__.;_----;;-------
,the· ''Old Man·" by •.!a-· -s-imi-la-r-~ae-t-- -of free will'' (M:i.J..ler,_. _p·. ___ i_a.9) ~· .. He ·be-
__ ,. ______ -, 
.-~-----~-------eomes· a:··eu:nuchus Dei and achieves spiritual pqtency. Obviously . the 
- y. "1: 0lr1vi." 
. '" 
• 
. ;,. " Pardoner is a Christian who has ·.failed to throw off the_. old man: . "-The • I • ' ' • • ,• • 00 .. • ,•? '•- '• 0 • ''• 0 
' 
\ .. 
-- '' - .• - ·_ . ·-· :....:.:.=·:-.~--::.. -
. ,·: 
' .. :~ ... 
-~ . . .. . -
·eunuch is a vetus homo, who-by willfully cutting,hiniself off frQin grace . - . r 
·""f. . ..... ·f-'" -: 
,. . 





. . Once Miller has· established these ~onnections, · he. proce to snow 
\. 
_i. ··• 
" . -,,::- ' . 
_. ~-~"·· _ ·· · how· hi·s t.erms a;-~· ope:ra:t:ive in the tal:e. ·certainly th> .revellers' .. -~-~--c-----..•~----·:~ 
.... ------ ·--
----·--. . ~ ' .. /." 
-·~···-
- , ____ -: ... -~ ,:::i. -··.- --'¥·'~- ·--=·~·.-::~-:.;.,·._;.., 
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~,,, .. _-::~·.:.~-c,.·:~;~;;;~::~~~,;~::;.:·~~:·~:-::seareh for;~ death.--froiiically symbolizes tlie p·aulin/e,,/ concept of_. death to ·. . • . . . • .. • . .._ . - . , . . . . . ~ 
.. r, 
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. : .. •, ____ . , 
. • ......... - . ·- . . . 
:-. _-. · · · _____ ~~ ___ .:. __ :. --· .. -the Old Man and, also the death of the ·New M~- throug~ p~tt.icipation in_:-.-~..,~-· __ _.;_-. __ , __ :\ __ .. A:-·,. .. . . . . . . . . -· .. , , . .... . .. . _,..,/ 
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s·ame kin·d of tre_asure ·which the ·~afdoner seeks ~ and not the true 
. --
. :I ... ,·'./ . . I: .· 




. ·seeker ·after·treasure, tel.ls a tale -of seekers·.taftei; Death",.-(Miller, .. (' 
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. / .. p. 194).: The Pardoner, 11the lite~( embodiment of CtiJ?iditas,11 commits 





- - -,·--· .. - ,-'"·-- --- ... ,-~ -
. . · all . the sins p:r;esent;ed in· 'bi,</tal~ •. .. rr·onically, the -r~oters 1 - attempt -.to · .. -.,:- ,_:.;r .. ·. ·, '-~.. ' . 
-
. /~_,/ ". 
. . . 
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... --··-··· . 
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,, 1 
.. . . 
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. . .. . . ' '//' 
.-
.. ____ . --------·~·---- .. :_~~JJtQt'~_al-i .Good men//~hould slca.Y· · D~c:1.:tj:l ~ll- .the: .form .of-::::the .. ·1-'0lQ Matt. •.!.:/:,'-Al~·-:·;::':~~~:\~\--.~·~-_::,. ___ _ '-- .. _ ..... , -- . _.,., ' -- . _:_-_. -· ~-,·-----·" ---- ·-· ·n. - . 'n /.... , 
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... ).. rioter strike out 'in search of ,,J.i-teral ne·a.th. Their· eventual discove·ry,:. 
. i. ·"spiritual death which. their. spiri1tual .blindness pz:events them f+om -----·-----.-_ ... _-·.,·--=- .... ---'-:.!,._,_, __ . 
. recogniziii(~J''' (Miller, JI.• ~).96) ~ The· gold .represents the earthly treasure 
. 
' which keeps them from pursuing the· treasure of · heaven. · The Old Man. in -' . . . ' . . 
' , . -· 









. ''Old M~"), leads· ·the rioters - who had rej~ct;.ed tjl,e counsel of the-- · . ---- - . __ ,.._ -,-~.,. . -- ' . 
. ~ - -
'(J • 
.-, 
. young (~'New'') man --- to deatli. 




¥ ~~_.::._;__~-~--1:s:r.ai~-en--t-ly,-how--~h~'tlqer • _s--~-±magery-~-a-nd~~dese~ipti·on---enhance- ~e Pardoner+s --_ 
.. 
---.J,,-- -.... _ .. _~ ..  . oharacte:tiza-t:ion and ·appropriately relate the teller to the tale: "He 
-
.. ; . . -- ; 
. ·, is the false eunuch who ·stands and points the way up the_ wrong road. He· ... 
represents tl).e~way of cupidity,_ inalice, impeni-tence, spiritual steril~ty • ,!_ ' " .. :.· 
f( 
~ - ·-· _ .... _ - ~ . - - -- - • • . • II (p • 198). Perhaps th):'ough Miller~ even more ·1man through his .. own 
~ 
.. V "· 
' ....... . 
· .. , 
·,~~~--
. ' 
··:...- - . -
' ., 'i 
ctitical .. positi~n.,. d·oes Curry conti~ue to exert a significant· ;i.nfluence , 
: on cr1 ti cal views· of the Pardoner· and his ta];e. 
- 4 • 
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· '--·· L latter's ob~ei,iatio1i:· .. 4--i--_:~No·t'fii~i"·th.at no one· "out the Pardonei;-. ~.- . . -~----,-,, .~.-. -... -,--,,· ,__ ' --· . 
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.. ···- , .. , .. - .. : .. . .;. --- -··---::'.'"-:.._._ . could have tol.d''-the. 1:ale·; · Stockton ·.sees in it· a confusion of -tj:ie medi-- _. --'~.:-~~.:""'·-~-"' .. .. ., '' . -.·. . 
• . 
' . 
eva1· sermon .. and an ironi9 ·theme of pride. . His sel~-dE:!ceptive va,nity 
finally leads .the Pardoner to ~derestiina~~-his companio11s in. Ila futile·.~-
~-. ' . 
· ~~teµipt · ~o bolster his cC)wn · ego.•• .• (Stocktpn, p •. S6l ~ '·. The:: ~.ardQn~r 's - · 
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. ~itimate· :mistake, is· dh<.>'osing the Host· a~ a potential _buyer·;. tfor. ''Harry .. 
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r,-.: 
~ll 
. ~- f:;l 
i\f 
~:· ... ,, .... 
'In Williant' B·. Togle's recent ar_:ticl~ on· the· Pardoner-•s tale, CUrry•s: . _: .. 
. . . . . . ' ' ' . ' ----- .. t:i 
. _·· ,- : ·. · -_ .. ·· i.nfiuence can .also ,J>e vaguely seen through ··Mille·r' s · use· ·of the "eunuch-·_;·;- ~;·:·~~/::-·:7_~,.-~-----~ _'~ 
· · · · _- · · ' · Concept. 11 42 Toole has -developed a view of 'the .tale wltich · closely re- ·. . · · ·. : '. t 
semb:tes Miller's Old _Man-New Man· opposition:·· ".. • • [the. rioter$] have J 
. , 
.. 
. . . . 
- . 
~- .. 1.11issed the sign~fica.n_g_~ ___ pf ~J:h~ .. child's admonitioll_:_ · _be- spiritually -pre~·. . .., . 1': .... 
. pared-·tb-meet death at any· time,·~beca~~ej_the ~orld is uncertcain .a.J'.ld 
" .. . . . ~ .:·· . . ·, - ... •.. ... . . .. ... . . . ' . . ~- . . 
·-meri's·'lives cme ·at the' mercy ·of-chance. To their besotte4 minds Death 
. \ ; ~' ' 
............ 
becomes , a :.pnysical being who can· be . overcome . by pllysica:1 ·means, .· an 
- - -- 2.---~------~-
. . 
"' -- _,:_ --,. - I 
.. 
~.adversary whom they,-will--be .prepared ·to -face brave-1y in a body "of 1:Qree" - -
" -. 
0 ' ' 
·-· .i:L ; 
" 
.· (pp. ·39..:.39) •. ·Even.in this· article where-curry's name is never mentioned, 
On(! can see ~e itit:luence of that original o:bserva.tion ·which -}Jas ·,so 
' . . 
~,..,l .. h · d th entire course of criticism of the Pardoner and his tale.· -~~-----c ange · . e ·-------~-





'Thus;. in. the ext~nsive treatment CUrry ·give·~ .to Cnaucer's use of 
; . 
.. 
-physiognomic~l and medicinal theory, we can clearly recognize many en-
"' 
· ·· ··'lightening· insights. Even .though his observations o~ -~+cite·• s wound· 




view of the Reeve,· the Miller, and -tl_le Doctor should have been more 
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-- been tempered -somewhat by closer reading; . -further,. research,~- and common 
'-' ~ . ·•· • ---- --·· - -·- - --- -- - • • • ' •. 
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CHAPTER IV ' ,e. 
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· · CUrry ha·s two ~engthy chapters .which consider medieval dream lore and . \.,.! ..... 
" I•. 
,, ',':.). ... :_. 
•' ..... ' ' ' ' ' ',.,,, ' . . '.,' ', .... ,' .. '' ' . Chaucer's use·of it. In. the first of these two he goes·through .a 





.. " ··general _discussion of -dream- theo:r;y •. · Beginningtwith a sUIDinary of the in~ . . 
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- '. --~ - . fluential _Macrobius' theory, curry shows how that· system .. consisted of 
. --·· ·- ---·- .. · \ - ;; 
' .... , 
• • .c - - --. ;;:;. :. ' ~-- • ---: • 
five~bas.ic ~ypes: so~ium,.. visio, oracu.lum, insoltlilium, · and phantasiria 
·. '"' ,·-. 
--- · _ · (o~ vis.um) • · While the first three· contain elements of wisdom and some~· 
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. .. . -~· 
. ~ 
-- _;._. ---- - ,.•_. times foretell events, the latter two are useless and--in~aningless~ . 1-~ 
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somnium is an appa~ently inexplicable .dream wh.ose signifi.cance can o~-ly-·. -------
. ,..,__ ____ .. ~ ...... ... . 
. ___ , _______ :_: .. __ --:---~~:-~ .,:_. __ ~~.: ... ~--·u--- --- ·~-
• • '-r. · ... be asc_ertained by an experienced -interpreter. : . - •· -·- ~- _, -
,-. 
--·--- ·--·--' 6 
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... :.-.. '. ___ , . 
. -· ---·-
. ''sees•t··even~s exa.ct1y···_,ael they ·come ··to pass;: 'in -an- oraculum he is advised \ 
-------~·--~---·---~·-· . 
_ __,.........__~\,-----·--- . -- -- ~------· ---·--- '--------··---~ --
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· of fut1;tr~ .. , .. -evefits by . either a . natur~l or supernatural per5.on_. ~1."l.~ _ rea_s_o_ll_ _ ___ __ _ . . . . 
---- -- - ·- --·- ~ - ·:r-7·~-· . -- --- --- ----~-- -- -
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for the· ·mean,.i:qgl~~shess of the insomnium and -the vismn is that.· both:_ re~ 
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sult £~om natural phy· sical phenom_e_ha. 
.. \ .. The fonner is p~oduced PY bodily 
·- ' I 
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•. rJ-initial •'half _sleep" in which 'phantasmagoric images boJnbard the dreainer' s·;"' " 
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. -drowsy minQ. · 
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How~ver., in addi tio:n to citing Macrobitis' dream theory_; ~~~Y.: ?l-so 
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' ' ~f~ 1:h~ ~Illle~ ~i'.l:d:s( ·or th~ return ul>~~- i.·tself,· s~ th~t the virtus J . . • . ' a • ,:. 
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naturalis may ,exercise its proper 'app'etitive~, .retentive; expu~sive, ~d 
. . :.:',,-,., .. , ' . 
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. especially digestive ~uncti.,ons . forw the purpC>se -of recr~ating natural . ~' :_.-·-.. 
r,· 
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.. (p • . 204). Thus,, to a medieval doctor,A the qua.lity of. a dream woul~. _re-. 
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, .. fleet the conditipn · of the body. · Actually· wh~t· was su,pposedlY ... happening 
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-· cause: the somnium naturale orj.gina.tes -"in the -dominion of bodily _com-; __ -. . ....., 
-----·-··- ··--- -·-·-...&.---.. 
t - plexions and humors"; · the · somnium ~:animale arises · front anxiety of the 
- l -.. --F: - -. 
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, us·ing. 1*.iS: di,"e.a.in.~ps,ychology the problem~ of course, is trying to .deter-·· 
mine the cause of the dream.' , , 
·In -astrology there are also three classes of dreams:· , those sent by. 
, ·God,- those .·resuiting from planetary influences, and those proceeding 
. .. .... -. 
' ' 9'· ', , . , 
. . -- -· -\ -- .. *-· ··-::' • ~ ·,_ from the humors of t,he body.-~ The first cla~s should be accepted ·at fac.e 
I f .-,. •• I 
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" value_; · and the third obviously hav:e~. no signif ic~ce .- . "P~etaiy (]r'~S, ",-· ___ · 
,however,-··can be either. true or false - depe~d.ing-upon ·the· positions of 
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visio and s·omnia-. 
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. ' The~. former ·has -three subdivisions.: e\ • •·--, "''" visio' co~orale ·.' 
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·~ ·of divine ·will) and· revelati~n (involves sense of perception). 43 : L. / 
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:tcnolfle dg e hag -tbeir.:7own, ,prec~se ~ a theories:-' .bn- d:teams ' tne---general . systems 
,.·1, .. 
, , , .W,IM 
. ' 
_ ..... ~.~ . .. .-.... of .each· remained remarkably sim±.lar. curry convinc~n_gly ... ,shows that ft . ·,~:-,----· 
. - ~ their differences. were more of. ei,nphasis than of es·sence •. He also shows 
~t Chaucer 1s·gerte~al.kn~leQ.ge of thes~_theori~S.helpe~ to. i-nfonnhis"··---~ ;:.c·-···· ' . . - . - ----..-: . . .... ___ 
----·- ' -
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• ;;, ~' •• <' 
... .._,n_. poetic work ....;:_· especially-"the ·Nuri's-.·Ptriest's Tale. 
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. -Chantecleer' s -dream as :~. somnium .· natura~e and havj_ng C!1antecleer view it 
as a so~ium coeleste, Chaucer is actually contrast~ng-Pertelote's .f. 
.. . pz;actical mina with _Chantecleer's· proud, imaginative self ·consciiousness. • - I ' .. 
' 
Despite ·t11e. fact th~t the dream eventually comes true .. , ,Curry treats · ,.,.... . 
- ·Pertelote's posi~ion as more sct.entific and realistic. - She unerringly 
discourses on · the effects of r~d and black . choler _ upon the dreami~g ... 
,.,,, 
-mind: 
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··~- · Causeth ful . many a man in sleep to cri-e 
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9r elles _blak.e. develes wole hem take. 
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. ··-;, Of othere nwnours,- koude. I ·telle also. 
" -~ That -we:cken many a~m~n. .~leep.ful wo; 
• ..._:._.o',. 
But I wol passe as lightly. as· I kan. (B 2 ·· *4113""'*4129) :. . 
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lia in· his blood. On_the other hand, Curry. ci1:es autjloriti"7es to show 
that an excess·· of black cn.oler··produ.ces ·dreams of terror and fear~ 
• 
·since there is no apothecary handy, Pertelote prescribes the c:ure: 
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· And · in oure yeerd tho herbes · shal I fynd~ . 
- -- --·-· .... ··- l:L·--· ___ .... 
The whiche· han of hir~·propretee by-kynde 
To purge yow .. b.yneth~·and eek above. 
· Faryet n~t this, for Goddes owene love·! 
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. Worried ~out -the possibi:J,.ity -_ of Chantecleer Is contracting ·tertian - - ·:-.. 
·. fever, sh·e suggest_s several laxatives preceded by two days of "diges- -
~ ~---._ 
. -
-_ ti ves of worms." curry maintains tnat this -remedy -is in keeping with 
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- . 
------·- ______ ....__ ··-·-- _/: __ -_ .. :.the-best medical authorities who held that· laxatives for- ~ot humors,--
,. __ '.i- . - _ • .,r ... '-
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.should· not be- administered before .digestives (medici-ries -·for abso~bing or --
-u . - '". . . 
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dissipating mel.anc~oly and choler) have been given for some· time._ She 
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Tm;11ing to Chantecle~r 's response_, ·curry_ "states ·~at the co-Gk ob- -/ 
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together the dreams described. by Cicero (somnia anunale) and several. 
---------:--:----~ 
., . -· 
• 
• other historically famous dr~ams (many of which were s·omnia coeleste),. _. 
:----.·· ... ,··~ .... 
Ch~tecleer, · according to Curry ;::·· .. ignores Macrobj.us' c·lassifi-cati6n of· ~ ___ - ·_. ~--"~ · ___ _ ' 
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'·by· simply stayi_I)g on the beam. .... ·r·. , However,- the · cock's · p~ide overcomes his· · 
•• ---· J'. 
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..·_..,,, . 
· --i?ru<;lence, and he veniures forth •. Gurry Illaintains. that .the. -·pri~ry co~-:-
- -·· - - - -~-- ~. -· ______ _, __ 
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. ... cern of·-chaucer :was not to make Chantec_l.eer a,.n exp~it ··1n -dream psych9i-:. ·. "'- ,--c~ :·:,;" ~:,':_:/ ;_ · 
o_gy;. it~was----just the oppo$i te. , By using his knowledge of· dr.eanis to 
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di! 
a befuddled layman .in tbe realm df~d.ream lore, .. Cha~cer ~as . artlstte,all,y 
. intensifying his ~lready ;artistic creatiop.~ 
.:.. . 
. ,~----------
Among th:e ... critical ad.di tions • ~ • ··C~~Y 's conunents · .. on. the Nun' s 
. ~ .:.. - ··-· 
"'· 
.- ;:. :priest's· Tale- are one or two which deal .specifically with Pertelote's. 
... 
· ' remedies. · 'Jo~eph -:Grennen s~ggests that Chaucer i$ u~ing both. hyperbo-le · 
; 
,-: . .... · .... 
- - -- '"•' ~ -· ··-· ,~- •.-. - -·. ~--··- ·- ... 
. , -- ...... 
- .,. ' 
· and a .kind of bookish irony when he describes Pertelote I s __ ~·-y~:gYJII.Qq$_~· -------~ -··---~,.-.. -_., .... ,-.,. -, -., .. -- '.---· •,·-.--·--·· .···- ,- •' 
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laxat1ves. ~4 . Actual~y, vipers flesh. was a common ingredient of·, sever.al 
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part. · Therefore,- according to Grennerf, the association betwtien .tile poi- .. 
' . 
sonous viper and _th_e ;venymous laxatives .is Chaucer'·s way _of including· an 
, ... -- ~ 
anti-feminist element within the context of-a fine ~edical point: II .. " • • • 
- . 
-----·-·· -~·-. ~¢-. ···--· 
. '. . -· __ . ------~----.. Pertelote 's dealings iri' venymous laxatives are simply the final reduction--~ 
. . .!.:_ 
. -_ ···-------·----·····:---···-·'----~of woman's rep·ti.Iiim p~~p-ensities" (p. ~87) .~ Although this point is 
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__ _,,_____,.,.~- . -nefilfer overwhelmingiy . significan~/ ·fior_ absolut~ly-~onvin~ing-, it does 
. 't-,~ ., .• f 
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. plausibly s_qgg~st an· arti~tic:ally subtl~. touch~-~· ____ . 
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~· ·merely a ~11clever devi.ce to make the repiedy fit-the.fowl. 1145 - Rather,. 
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sc~ibing· worms as a cure for .. tertian fevers. Tbus, Lowes:·• . article,·_ .· · . . i 
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' - suggests .. a very sensi~le · a.rid pos··sible- explat{ation for an otherwise. · . . . ' 
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· difficult. ·inclusion. · In ·a less. purely scientific vein,, M~ .,::Is:4' Pafford ... \, 
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told. Pafford of h~w. l'Torm~- w~re once used- ·to . -~e · coli~ i~ horses. 46 -
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~ificant insight into how Chaucer .used his scientific . know_l~~ge ·f 9~ .· 
_J) ' . 
., .. -· ---;-.--
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artistic purposes~ . ·:- . f •. 
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· ·· Viewing·' the tale · ·as~~ock-heroic, .John Steadman ac;:ceptably co~- · 
11 
,. 
. . ,. . 
·eludes th:at ·chantecleer's ·"U?Coti9~sness, regal pride; and·choleric tem~ 
' j 
\ 
,? .-per amen t" all indicate, acc_():r:-d.j.I).g· to the best authori'ties on medieval ---····-- ------ ··=-~ ··- - h -·- • -·-------·-- -
"il" .• -
' ,. .. : ··-
natural history, ~at Chantecleer is a gallus domestic~$_- 47 That:' 
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the traditions of medieval natural histox-y i;o_t_ensifies .. the .ar.ti-stio--· --- . ., ............... ~.,..,-----------------· -·---·- . . - . --- . __ . ~ . ', ,· ,---:--- ... . ---,--- . -- - . _ __,_.--~~--
. ··-----··----~ ... .::·. · .. .:... •... -·-·Q·-,--,-
___... ___ ----- - ------ ~-
-- sll.btel ty Qf the tale. -The cock Is tjl;oleric - temperament explains . his 
,regularity-in crowing, his flapping his wings-before.crowing, an<I his 
' ,,.,,,.-- ' . . . 
. shrill voice.-
. .· 




- - •',- - - -~ -the sun's-position (11. 4388-4389), c9aucer "elev~tes Chantecleer'~ ·con-
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ve;r:i tional ability to sound the hours ·into a technical knowledge of 
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~~-....-.:-....--..:___-------------·-
' ______ astronomy • • • , " and thus parodies medieval scientific doct,r-i-~e (p. 
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. . Ch:auce·r' s scientific k~owledge," Pauline Aiken care~!!Y and . :thoro-ggh_!Y: .. . --,--1 - .. 
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gaused tbY red choler ·or by melancholy and Vin~~nt ~ s ·presenta~ion. ot tji•~~ 
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,~- In another i:ntere-~ti_ng Qbservatj..o:n, -' Standis-h Henning -notes that PY -. _.!:.'• ___ ,, .• , .• ,:::·----;;:-...---~·-· ·- . •• -·- ••• ----··;·_" ·.'. 
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. .. -~ '. •... "' ·. 
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-placing the action._·of.t.11e tale in the·sign of Taut-us, . .rthe·ruler of.the, . ' , ... - ,"' . ,: 
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· by_ the col~fox and adds an as·trological element t0 his ~eri.es -of. "throat ... " 
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- _-. ~ages. 1149. Wood.sees ,,Henni~g'~ .. o~\servatibns-·'a~ being e·spe~ial.ly w0rth-. 
... ,.,,.,. 
. .· ,.. 
~ while- be'!~'ll~_e -~~y __ specifiqc1_,J.ly ._show how _Chaucer. U$-e-<i-~-se-i.enee· for artis-- · ---------~------·-- -j 
·tic pµrp~ses (Wood,: p,. 185) •. ·William Stahl acceptably maintains that 
~---1, .. 
~aucer was definitely ··using Macrobius ! dream the9ti;.es, but he also· · 






~ · from . Macrobius1-~· SO - .. Constance . Hieat-t· 0has--ques·tronect·· .. ·cu:tfy--:1··s····iinp.IicatI0n=·--;. -~~-~-:~---,~~,~.,::-~, .. ,"~ ~.- : 
. 
., that -Chaucer eubscribed to tho$e Itledieval dream theo~ies with which. he 
was u~doubtedly~,. acquainted· •. 5.1 Addressing herself.specifi~ally to the• 
·'· 
----·---· .--------· _.!......--------Nun''•s -Priest's Tale, .Mrs •. Hieatt tlllaintains that although Perte-lote's-
--·-•·.,-•H•• · •.•• ~----••• .--·----·- ·-... ~----•-•·•' 
T 
.<I~agn~~is is "in full accor¢r with .mediev~l ~edicine, ~- • - • her position 
---c:--------.-1 i:._..__:_.-,.--------..,---::--:--~-::--:-=-··-·-··---·--· 
... 
· differs from accept~d theories ·when she allows .for no alternatives" .. 
(p. 41) ~ Hieatt. goes on to say that "Chantecleer's indignant r~joinder I ' . --------- .--~------.- I'""' 
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: . we -have. seen, -- wa~ that-- s,ome "dreams .are of di vine '<:>:rigin <:and otjlers are-r ......._ _____ ....L ______ - ... :.... -
. . 
.. ~ 
natl' (p. 41) •· Hieatt further maintains ·that since ~e details·· of the. ..... 
' ' 
< 11h'"' .. ,..._, 
'- ., ........ ,,, ..... -... -~ • ' ...... - ••·•·· -· ,. .. - .. 
:., dz.:eam are so precise, Cha.uce:r was . deliberately .c~angi:ng ~his · sou~ce .for· 
~ ,._,, .... 
.• _.J : 






' the sake ·of realism (p. 47). Hi~att·~s final point on tnis tale is that 
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. ·. the fact: )'o.f Chantecleer I S dream Cc>ming . true :.1S not SO jllU~li. an indication 
. l 
. . . 
~-- of the.poet·•s .belief ·in medieval dream·.theories· as it is an ironic note·: 
,.._ . ' 
- ··--··· ----~ ... ---·~-- ~----
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··. "Is. i.t not more than ·likely th-at the ambiguity is part of the. joke? .· I 
. ·,. .\ .,., ....... ._' ' . . . 
•,:' ·'1. 
: ... , 
~-· ,, 
. ' 
suspect· th~t Chaucer was, . quite deliberately·, being as confusing as pos,.. 
. . . 
--- --· ·-----------~-
,. ···---··-- ... 
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__ . ________ ..... ------- ·--
., ' . 
(· ....... ..~,, .,<:·'\).· . 
am, . ___ .s_jJ:)·le > -~~U:t- a · s~:je.ct 'he , fo1:111d fas ci11ating ,<amusing, __ .and ttnresol.ved" . 
. .·- \. 
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. . •\· .·· : ·.•. 
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. '. __ . (p•. ·44). 
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· ·. In- one of the more direct and~ sensible·: criticisms .Qf CUx.:,ry-;. P0rO.-
• -.····-~ "/ 1 
-'"), r.•t. __ --~ ) -, . - .<.; 
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_____ :_~ gets the ,best of the~argument, the Chaucerian\"fact ·.is that the dr-eam1 ·_ 
. ----.; 
" )-~- .. 
• C 
,. ,.., ,, 
··_·_. T.comes true. 52 -·In showing''liow·chauce~ re~worlted·his.source$ ·to emphasiz,e 
., . . 
.the theme 0£---t!_the----ha-leful influence of woman ·-s count;;el," Professor <> 
. 
-·;,.·. ..;!..._ . .::.-- --"c-·:-~·- . - '" - ... - . ~ ~ ·~- ~ -
. . 
,,__ . -~ . , Severs logically poin_ts out -·that in the ensuing deba..te over' the pro-
ll$' 
d 
phetic merit of ·the d~eam., · ciiantecleer "is ·more than a match for his· 
... .. ··-~~- . ' 
·1 , . .r- -~~·- .. 
. . 
self,-superior wife'!· (p. 32) .·- 'Chantecl~er.!_s· crowning i:ronic -remark "'is · -~=--='----
-------·------~------ - ----·- ·--··· .. --------·-·-- ' .-----·-------e. ---- .. _________ ,... __ _ . -:...........____:...___...,,._....,.. ______ _ 
' 
. ·hi$ intentionally· ina~~~~~~~-~-~~!!~:L-~'1:~9:Q .of, ~!ll-I:?.:t:i~nc.ipio/Mulier--est.~"~-- -- ~- ·---··- ---. ~~~ ~" - ~-
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., 
hominis confusio, - •i (435-~-54). However, this interpretation inevit-· 
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a;•· .•. -~"-.... 
' . 
ably .leads Professo:r- severs to . a confrontation with _Cui,::ry' s view of 
.•.•. 1( ... 
"' .. , 
Perte·lote Is argUI[\entati ve superiority. . -·A$ suggest~d above, Professor . \ : 
--·----·---
Chaucer presents'/th.em. In examining curry's st~tements, Professor 
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~ci~ntific tjieory th~ _is .. P.ertelote, who 1-imi-ts her. system -to non-. 
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• _: ___ ---·-········---,---·••-·-· - ·e .. •, --
. - ·-··-··- .. ··--------. ·-··-·--'. --··--···--·--·-~--"·--· 
I. 
· -, ...... ---~~-.--:~prophetic dreams -(p. 33;; note). _tn __ tha..t .same .. footnote Professor Seve~~:' __ .. _··_::·.:~---· 
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states that "the issue is not whether the disp~tants know their sci-en-
" 
.tific ~eory accuz:,ately, _·but .whethe·r Chantecleer'.s·.dream is ,a: proph.etic · 
C . \ 
O~e, as he il').sists, ·Or a non ... propheti.C- one 'as slJe maintains · .. 
.. , . \;' • r-•"""' •••..• , ·.. • 
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I " the dream · subseq\le;ntly come .. s · true, ·an.a -the · fact proves ta: be on Chante- · · .· . t,. . ~ . ~ 
. . • 
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cleer''s. side.· Nor: should· Chan_teqleer b_e censure·d for ,citing -authorities:-·., .. , .. 
• • ••••• ' 
J ., ., ... 
. · ang examples_ from past: experienc~: these are legitimate argumen_t, never 
' . . I . 
• 
• J I 
• 
' more acceptcµlly -;thari .. in the Middle A.g~s. ''_".Thus, . Professor .severs con ... -· ... ,., __ , ____ ·-· .. ·- .. -· ---- .-· -~'" __ .:._, ______ -
.. ·,.----· ·---,· ..... · -·--·-·---.----. ·-
. J 
cluges· that Chantecleer, not. Per.telote, has ·tlie last la.ugh~ ey~n 
• 
. . ' 
·.; though he must share the jest bnly ,with hims~lf ... 5 ~ 
' - .. , -- ... 








ment_and~in its confirmation ~·the fact ... o-f-the seizure • 
. ,. 
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-judgment has o~ce more preva:Ll~d over the· infe·rior feinale. · 
-- ~-- .-,---~-.' 
One might further note that Professor ., Severs. f·s in basic disagree ... J -_ 
ment ·with Mrs. -Hieatt on the valig.ity of Chantecleer'_s• a,:gqment. 1 While 
', the former believes that Chantecleer's positio~ ·does account for-the 
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. various 'kinds of d~eams,;- Mrs. Hieatt main·tains -that Chantecl~er only /" 
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~'-----.,_-,-----------"'·'·ec,_'" :.~, --~takes n.ote ~orthe prophetic eYPe. . At sfalcenere . is Chaucer ·s-basic I ,>'. 
/ 
the· aritifeminist theme is ung~p.i-able-;- if bis view · is · as I limi t~<i/ as 
..... < 
' \ : 
·/ 
]?ertelote:•_s·,· the· "point" of the tal:e becomes- a good deal ,more. aml::>iguous. -
,,// 
In _se_arching· for some evidence to resolve this conf~i'ct, ·.one need ·look . . .- --
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no farther than the lines Professor ·Severs quotes:_ ·'· J. ' . 
·---+-~~~;;;;___---;--~---,--------------------
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"Reed eek of Joseph. and ther.shul ye see 
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·: ~t:ran.gely ·enough·," ~s .• Hiea~t quotes .thesE:! same lines but does not 
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. ' . 
........ ,'I 
. ~satisfactorily.· exp_iain hQW her·. int~rpretati_on fits. tbem.. After -quoti'.9g. 
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• ' • • • • I 
·.: ·, -~· ·. . 
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- .--the. lines ~he merely adds: · ~'This ia· the only exception he. allows." : . , ' 
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·. At th __ very· least., "Mi~--~- Jiiea.t.t can be· c:ritic'l~zed for; -being vague in her---· .. . . . - ~ . ' . . . . . 
' ·- ' . ,, . ' . ~·· . 
. 
. 
esentation. . what she means: by' ''only ~x'·ceptiop" is. certainly not.. ap~ 
, ..... -. 
.· :;, . · .. --·· 
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.. ~Y -comparing· Professor Severs' cle·a.r and logical argument,~with >Mt's. 
: "i_,. 
- . 
' :ffieatt I St·-•'rather- vague position, . ona~can-~-more readily see. how Chaucer i 
. ·., . . . ,-(, . .... . 
' used his extensive knowledge' of medieval dream ,theory "to -~1.ter nis· -less .. - ' _;. ·- _,,.: -··--
, 
·····-- .,.-----·-·-~ 
.; sophisticated sources and to furtQ.er his arti·stic presentc;1tion of theme.· 
·,,,.!,,.,••\><>. 
. · ·• · ·. · . Qn£.'9~'t"Unately, . :Etrof essor--·--Gur-ry,-'-s analysis of the Nun' s Priest's ·Tale --
-· _.:... ... _._!: ... ·-:.~-~----~.----·~--·'r:~·-.----------- ---····-·· ~ ·-' . 
. ~ 
' 
. . . . ' -
' . 
. 
.. -· . ..:._···--~.- wni.le it does re-f·lect Curry's e~tensive knowledge of that·same theory~·.·_·· -.:, ·, 







. ' fulfi-11 the -c~itical task. 
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· - In the fill:~l ~p~ges · of chapter nine_ Curry discusses Chaucer's use of 
~·, 
-
.~-..,.. ---=- ,_. 
__.!,.___""--,-~~-____,d-· r--eam-theery ·in. "Trr-e--nream Poems .... ~· He nqtes that these ec!rlier p.oems. 
. .. 
-• .. ,.· .--'-'-•••••-•""'-'"--·· --~-a,~-~.,,._._~~ --~ C.> 
-.~ - . -, -~, --'· ., .• 
-
_·_.: ........ ,.,.·-c--·'·"·•·'-··· ... --- ---··- ·--·-·--··- -- - - - - G'"> • 
. 
. - ~- ----- ~- ••seei to lack' that dis-bl:bni~~-u;; ~~{~~~i~~ :f material in .the interest 
of original and direct .artistic purposes which characterizes his·later .• 
. 
work" (p. 233). -Ci-ting other Chaucer critics for corrobora~ion,··. CUrry · · -l ~ .:, 
·maintains that the 14th. century poet went- fa_r be:y~;tid his sources in- the-····· . - - - -- -- --- .......,._____ -· --- --- - - ---- -- •• -A-.- • ~---
... ----·---






" that Chaucer _ had a . particular kind of .dream in mind in each of · the · '. 
-
#tdrep)Il paS·Sages II· and. that. in each. passage there are indi:catiODS ~hich 
' - ' ......... . 
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.sonm,ium animale :P_e9ause . of .. i ~ · psyp~ological . implications;,. somn:ium ·· , 
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. .. .. . 
, e 
-
. ... . '.. . ·• . . 
--· ~----· ,,.. -
~:_,:'. ,. :_ .. ':· ---· naturale---and-somnium coe-leste· are.-geI1erally m~ch· :less .useful. The 
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· former i·s "without · s·i:gnif icance," ·and the ·1:a.-t;ter . "can be µsed .only.· wi tlt- .' 
~ i .~ ... 
I 
·,, 
" in very· narrow. limits because· its: sources· and man~~estations · are .. hardest· .. . \ ~ '. 
to.un~erst~d" (p. 240). . . 
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.The Parliament of Fowls . is· one ciear-cut example, according ·to · · ·· -----· - ·---
.. . ··. · '1~ 
... · ---····--·--···-··- --·· .. Curry, of how Chaucer,.uses .. a, somnium animale It Having read . the Somnium 
. . ..--.:..~: 
- . d 
.. ~t:·~," 
... Scipio, ·th·e ·poet· falls off. to ·sleep· and ·re_cei:yes · it. sr1:tn1iar· yision; ·· the.· 
··- juxtapositi'o1J_.o~ .. --th~ .t:"~o .dreams indic·ates .. '. .. that,Chaucer meant· to· estab.,..··· - .•·' .,_-___ ,,_ ----· . -·- - ~---·-·-··,- .>,..-~------·--·- -- -·· ... -·-. --·- .. --- ---
., ~-··•"•~.· . 
~ . -·: _ ... ~- ·-
• ,-, 
' J • lish a catisalarelationship between ··them. However, in ado.it~on ·to· the 
. ' I,·.·.' \. • 
-·-· ·-------------., 
•:•·'·'''-''''.''''''' ·····.-''''.''''''''. '' 
, .... ~.,.)Ji§lychological wellspri_ngs of this somnium 9l\imale, ~a~cer ~gave. the· 
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. --- - ··-· . ·"'·· 
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'_ .. ___ ... ~-~: ___ ~- -~-·--~-----._ ..... to _Jlenus ..... _ .•....•. ''. ·-<P •.... 2-35-) .•..... ---Altho~gh··· --Africanus··--d;i..sappears af_~er le~dl.iig-.·-----·---·~---+ · · ·· 0. 
' I 
,the dreamer through : the . gateway, the .. deli:Perate attempt, to use dream· . . , 
. 
$. LC. C 
. i psychology has been made:.····· ,,ithe realistic .setting and the poet's elapor .. -
.,, I . 




.±J;uth '.to. fact under ~~.j.ch the :r;'~c!<i_erJ s mind. rests througliogi;.. the . sue-
r,: ...• -· 
... 
-- --- - ,a-··' 
.,. 
. . ~ . ceeding iricidentsf' (p. · 236).·_.· 
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- - , ___ ,_ _ __; __ . ____ ,_. ___ : __ ..., ....... , . .- .. :- -~:~~~._:_-........ _.,·--·---: ···:~-"··~·-,e~~"-=--,--~~~~~Wom~n: ciirry~:·suggests. that .in·,· both of. those w6rks~ Chauc~r µsed· the psy~ 
- ·- .. 
~------····-···---
I I t . chology· of the somnium animale as an integra·l ·part of the E;1tory •. · .. In ·the 
-·--·······-~·: former . the poet has been. sick for eight years and hif? ·---mi~d i$ ··presently .... 
upset; he can get.no sleep~ 
'. .. ~-' ·~·· ~-,-- •} /. After ·reading · about the : sleep·-produ~t!l9_,-~~:; __ :. _ .. ____ .:_·:_: __ :~. _ ~---·· . -- ------------. - -··-
----- ... ------ ------ -- ' -
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. his wonderful µream;- curry believes that Chatfcer is here 11i·ndicatin9 I • 
that the dre~-:.9ontent which follows grows in larg·e measµrt: out c;,~ hi.~ · .. 
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· --' .. siolls colo+ -the stlbsequ~~t dream:. Along with T~pper cur·li"y m~intains that 
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experience' 'has. all· the earmarks of a sdmnium coeleste; the poet .even ·c·:-...... ,. 
.. 
· . pr.ays for ·delive:r;ance "fro fantom and illusioun." . However, the limited. -· -.~: ..... ~~ '~~- - ~._....._.__., ..... ..:....~.---·~--~---~·.~ ---- --··'--·- • ·--••" ., __ _- -·O- -·-n ~-- ••·-•· 0,•.a --.••-- • ~ __ .,. ,,..,.,-,-.....-C"C •., ~-- ···•• 
'--...J useful~ess of this type of dream becomes apparent ·when the poet· ''is 
....... - .. 
I • ,"'))"' ... 
' ' 
. -. 
. ···-·~.-:~_.-· . forced to fall back upon freque:11t invocations to the gods. to help him - --,-,... ___ ,. ___ ·- . ·_ ,' ... -. 
< ~ 
secure i~s being .accepted. as true." 
" 
- . "L . 
. ! , ' . 
--·-·-- - -·. --··· . 
















_ · . . . · · ; · . , __ : __ ~h~_JJtQ_s_t recent and ... tho~o.ugh, critic of Curry 's-~position on the · 












t :v- . ·, 
. dream_ poe~s is Constanpe Hieatt,. who· agr~es that ·a.11 · 1:he evidence sug-...•. 
.. 
. 
. ,. , ,? • '• : 
-- .. -
• ·~ • .. ""/ 0 









However, Hieatt questfons how closely one can ide-ntify the various .dreams·_ ~-
·and how seriously Chaucer viewed 1:he whole "science." tn· her trea'bnent ,. 
----·-
--
of · the Parliament of Fow.ls Mrs·. Hieatt .. concludes that Chaucer refuses --. 
. \ 
"to~e pinned down· ~o a presumably realistic di~.Q~ssipn _.9f -. .a_re_al .dream -------. ------------- .____ ,":'-·------..:.-----:--------------------------
... 
', •· '.• • he •re·fuses apeci.f ical{y. to 1!.~e himself ·o~ the dream ,.'qu.i te- --sex:1·;:·--·,----=·"" ___ '., ... ~.-,.. . . '•. . . ' ' 
~ .. 
ou,sly; he makes fun of himself as a bumbling, foolish 5.:h~acter, not 
. : 'I 
. j~st a cen.fused~ dreamer, ~nd he questions the causes and.credentials of 
·the· dream itself"· (p. 84) •. While Hieatt's general contention that the .... .' 
---~---- --- -----~- ·,....:.,..:._. . 
--- - ,-------




· tenuous view of ·the poet-~arrator as a bumbling ·fool needs more --tlocu- · . ~ 
~-. ·. ·mentation. 
•" 
. •, 
. f{/' .. 
- - -· . --- ---- . --- - .- . -- . ·-__ -,-- . ' ' 
•• ·-··--· 1 
.~____.:....~-,-~··, 
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. - - ._ ..:-- \- - . - ' - . 
-- . . . 
_gests ___ ~at the-. poem 1--s_:_, "realism· is d~.eam __ real.ism .. , n9t everyg.ay, wakin(l .. ·· ..... - . · ..• ,,,., .. ,,,,. 
. ' ·,r 
., ... ' ··. realism,· and the whole structure of the poem is·.attuned to Chaucer•.s 
, observation of how a dream works ... '~ (p. 6~) ·• In~eed, much Qf -the dreamer's 
,l • .. 
. 
. 
... , confused _and :illogi9al men~al state ·is ~x::6~iained by. the fact·. that he.· is' . • J ''? .. 
.. ··:·········· 
~ dre .. amirig. Tp.us·,. 
1
in the BQQ~ c>f: the, Du.ch~ss, ~ccording_ to Hiea·tt,. 
,e 
. -,...._ .. 
. --........ ,.. ,:.... 
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---- ·, 
. cnaucer einploys ;'the--~dream technique "as an -excuse :~lid motivatic;,n~ and. as . 
I. 
. . . 
. "-.---- . 
. ,· 
-- . . -- -· 
-- -----
----· ----,--······ 
- . ····-- . .. 
• .. -_. . '' .• -J,,. •·• . -
..... ·., • 
' 
. ' . 
. ···-,,,i··t~1,.;·.' 
- .. 
-· ·. : ; 
a unifying ~tructu;-~l · device II (p •. ~ · 73} • - .... ..:.· ---···,····---~---~ ... _:. _______ -:._~:.:...· ______ ......... -., _____ ;• .. - .......... . 
. . . 
" 
. ~-
' · ' 
-.T· 
' . ... 
',' . Mrs. Hieatt also ·Sees. a causal ·re1·at;.io11ship. l>etween: wak~ng .·tho1.1-ght · 
' 
. ~ ·1 J )1 
. ~.~ .. •.• . ~-.. ,.!,.,_. - . 
. 
''''t-
arid -s_leeping· experience in the· Prologue to ~e-Legend qf Good Women: "a. 
---------
\' .• · . .. 
' ; .-· · ... 7=-
,. •---V 
···.·-· .. ~,-... -... _.· ..... ,----· .. -...... -..... -, .. _. -· 
·;=;.c···-; .. ; .• ~ 
. - ~-.':···.~:.~.·--.-··:.'·.~:/·.---·--·-·- ··-··-~· ... - - -~-~ ~ - - ... ,· .· ,, . , :---, ' . - ~-. . .. ,._ 
. . ~ preliminary statement suggest~ng that the. :eoet is-,. or w.as_, concerned 






. with. a· part~cu·lar · train of thought is te>llow,_d. by :r~arks about his . . ......... -, - ,. -
--------·· ___ L ... 
reading" (p. 85) .• . The dream convent:lon ·Can- also provide_ the dreamer~ · 
-~ 
_ _ ·_ ----=---- ~----- .. _ po~i;. w~tb a so_lj.g ___ defense agai~st any whs-.woul:d ·wish to reprimand' ·h~ ' .. 
!I -:---.·+·, 
' 
. ~ 1 .. 
; for spoofing cou·rtly love c.onventions a"t; the same time -that he 1·wa:s · suj?=~ 
.. 
( - . 




court:· -"It .is perhc.tps ·part.of the jok.e,_~at ·it is all a dream: the 
. 
poet cannot be held responsible' after -all, for 'the vagaries of' a mere .. :-y,. 
• A· •-. 
·..;.. ... : 
dream!" ·.· (p •. 88) •.. · 
~--·-" ,-
In her· discussion of the House· of. Fame, ---~~s_. H-ieatt co~Ele~~~ly--aoo. __ -~---=· -·----~···~-· 
-·-~------- . -----
- ~I:·--
~ . - " 
. .! ·-- . . 
- . -- --•-~ ·.---,-.- ·-
u~cc:,nvinc-ingly iden~tifies the ¢.lreamer ·With Ch~ueer, himself (-p.. 34) and-· .-.-· ... ··- ---··-·----··· ····- --- - -- .. --~- -~-------~-----"~-.~ 
' 
maintains that in his confusion about dream theory the poe:t. i~ probably 
~· 
·both defying medieval dream theories and comically assuming a ·stance of 
., ...... 
innocent stupicii~t -(p. 3.5)~. Further on she reiterates .her earlie;r re--
- -----·.-··-·--'---~. ---..----" --···--·-·- ---.··- -· ",.:_···_··· --
"He gives no clues to the- tj'pe. of_ dream w~ are ·to ~pe-ct, o.;; marks: 
~ 
. 
··-· ·•- .. ' what could have -caused the q.ream ~ log-ically enough: he is · explaining , 
' . 
•· 
' - . 
., .... · · that be cannot tell what causes dreams,. and is dubiou's about their 
- .. --. - __ ,-,.-.,, . . 
-
.-.: ... ----
'_:., __ . 
-- . !·- : -"_t' ,· ---·· 




.... ..:.;:, . 
-~r..'_, • ..... ;.. · •• ; 
-- - -- ------c--,-,:-- ·-· - -
•• I -. ~ - rightly: disagrees with CUrry Is-- contention~ that_ :the dream c:i's "pure ' 
. 
. 
. (.. ~ 
. ....:.....· 
-., ...... . - :-· ,' 7.;_ 
--~···. - - .............. . 
. 
-
. sonµiium ··coel-este"; · Chaucer-actually goe$ to great- pains- ·to· show .·that ·the.-··· 
' . ' . . # - ... ·. - . • . . . ,. • ·: 
• 
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::;._ • . .. !... 
' 
'I'hus, '.Hieatt'.s .ma~n ·posi·tion on __ the dream poems i~ ·that th_~y· cantlo:t.··· 
•;'), 
• • I}·' ··-·· ,-• •' 
be ca:fregorically classified ~nd that c,haucer uses :tji.e_ illogic.al lqgic:;:"c.f .'. . . ·-
'. ' 
. ~ ... _. . .~-. 
. ; u 
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. . . . ·,. -:· ··,much less. artistic ... This observation, in _j_1;:~~i.f., ~~~y~~- ~p ---~-·clear a.I)d· 
, •,•·,----·-· ·-··-.. ---- _ ...... ". ·,. - ;· ·~' '. -




<·· · - ,,necessary qualificatio,n of q:trry's contention that -these. pdeitts "seem to 
- -~ "'·· . _,.., ' 
. \· "·; .. ' 
· .· : .. lack that: discriminating· selection of mater·i·a1 in th~-- intere~t of origi-· 
-·-----·------ ·-·-··------· ------·-----..:__ ____ . -·. -------- ----- ----- ·-·- .• - -- ---····------····- - _ .. ·-------- -- ----··----~-. __ ;. '--·---~-:---:---··--..:... ______ --- -··. ·- . 
. • ~~-<·>-nal and direct artfstic PU:IPOSeS whi~h characterizes his later work" 
- ......... 
1.(Curry, p. 233). 1~ <,. -~.' . 
' • I. , ' 
Yet, de.spite Mrs. Hieatt's emphasis on· the impossi-
11· ' 
a••• 0 0 ' • • •• • """'' '(. 
. bili·ty o~ classifying ··dreams, she actJially treats ~!l · of . them· as $OI1lni\llll 
~ 
. ! 
... -··-- ----~~---'----·---- ... al'}.µI)aJ.e (tl:le dreamer's waking tlloughts q.et~l;'Illine, his sleeping exp~~i~~9~)_.!._~_· .--~~·-····_. "···--• ·. _\ _____ " -----·----.--...... ~. - ------------·----- --·-· ------·- ·- - -·-·--··"'\. 
. - ' ··-··-·---· -·· ----· -··· .. --------_,_. ····-- .. - -····--··--··-··· - - . - -··--· --··--·- . .:.:------·· .--,·--··-·· ----··---·-· ····· . ..-• ' .. ' ·.. . . 
. · .. . 
- . 
SliEf--].mplies a kind of de facto classifi·cation of the minor dream poems 
----
- '(_ 
and, .. thus, comes very close to Curry's interp~retations. Pe,rhaps her 
·e 
•, 
~ ~- .. ·- . 
. , 
... _ ~~- > _ -~ most valid criticism of Professor ~CUrry concerns the latter's overly· 





_. I·n· ·addition to Mrs • · Hieat:t ';; · detqi led summary of the ''dream" as-. 
: pacts of 'these minor poems, .~are a few-other r·e1evpn1:· -comments-that_ ... · .. ·-----r-~---.. -·-·-·· 
' ·, 'j< 








.,. .. ,-... G . 
., 
recounting "an apopl~ctic seizure· in 'visionary' .disguise ~ a 
, 'stroke~~· 1155 · Gren~~-~ goes into a detc1:iled· accourit ·of how. ,each fact pre-. 
. .. 
. ··---·-------·-·· ----- . ·- - ·---- ------------ .· ···--- - ··---··--·------·--·--·- ----.. -· ·-·-········ 




.. apoplexia.·,. · He maintains that Chaucer saw "the extraordinai;y· possibili~ 
. ·-------- ----· ---·--··-· 
·ties for humor .in ·using' ·the. dertif'iable symptoms. _of apoplexia to ·blend 
' ii 
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. . . .. -· .. • . .. 
. 
. - ' 
. . : " . 
· .. · ... · ~---.-b:is own.cus.tomary_ ·poe-t;ic persona,·_· that .of·a.· j;,tupe.fied i.neffectuai ,courit:-
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.. -· . --· ·-· ..... , 
.. . : .. gc1d-fly~· (p •. 41) • . . . -:-~. -.•...... ·;. -·-- -·-··· .... :· .. .-.· . 
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. : .-,···· __ ,·•/ .. , 
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. " 
·.· >Mann~ng Is note on Chaucer: s artistry in . maki-ng the·-areamer. in the Book 
e' 
i. •• ~ 
- ·-• .. ·). 
,: ... 1. .. 
· · , · of the Duchess stupi~. 56 · Nbt _only has ·his sensibility 'i:ieen dulled ;by 
' ~·· . . 
:,'. J---···.--: ·• 
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... ,;,., '~ -· 
. 11?-s s·1eepless:ri~ss·-a~c1 .. ? kind ·of natural dullnes·s, but he i-s shown as 
.. 
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. ~-.... ' ... ..-.. ~\' 
~ .. 
'"- . 
. --"; . 
·~-.--
' . . 
. I, ;, .. ·,~ ' 
. 
. 
. ·~"~ .... having the additio!lal. ill9gic of ·a dreamer .whose unquestioniP,g .. naiVete 
-· 
. 
· ·"allows him · to accep_~ such ~,-_s.-trange -- ·situation ·as having -a. horse. in his . 
. -. ·. ·_.]:oom.··-. Rather .than detracting frbm the work, nowever, this stupidi't.y of ~ . 
' . 




_- the dreamer, when J:?oth awake and as·leep, . adds to the consis-tency of the 




-·------------·- - ---- . -- . ---character i za ti on and_ helps to ~iJ+og.ize 131:~nche and conso·le John. For-
. 
through his own identif icatioii with the dull dreamer, Chaucer s·uggests . · 
--.----·----- -·-··· -· ---·-···· --· .~ .--- .....• -··-· 
. :. ,J ~ . 
11.,_., , J ~ •. • V, 
·<·_:_ ___ ..;.' ·-· ::._';' ..... 
. .---- .-- ; ·- - ~ ·.---;- .-
. ' ·c-, 
, "'r 
-------~-~----·--_· _--___ -_---__ -_·-:_·-\;=--~~----!~.~i_lj.j:y __ · tQ __ Qomf_ort ____ J_ahn ____ or __ .. !!_to ... .aulogize -Blanche·· in a~- -ad~qu-at-e-- _--~-~---:.------- - ------
, -
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-·· -· 1 
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,way" (p~ 541). _ Alth~ugh not. "e.arth-shattering,I' Manning's observation-
. ..... -·--·-· .,.-.•. - -··.-:-··-·~'.:"·; __ .=-:.::·:- _,: ,·.,,, 
' 
---
. ---;-------- :___ ~~--;- ;~ 
' -is certainly plaus_ible and enlightening •. 
) 
.. 
e In asse~si.rig C:urry Is· tr~atment of the minor dream ,poems I one mus·t---·-- -
. 
. 
obviously -place more emphasis .. on dealing u with wha~ curry QQes _say,- L>- c•c..-·=·c,-::;c-c--=._~c_c--'CCC..:C~----·,c•---· - -:... -- . . , , 
·;· A •• 
• 
- - - . 
-
, ~. -- . 
·-·' .. 
---! ... ,·) -
- ---
\ 
· r.ather than.: w_ith what -he misses. In these tenns,. several of· Hieati; ~~- ____ -~-- · -... 
.. 
-.. poiti1:sf~-eenf--·most .. relevan~. . C~r.taI-niy--~ey -is-±o -.pe--qualif1ea·--1n-nis··----· 
.,. 
_____ --_--- ,:,c,:·.-·,-·-c:c:;; ~::··-~·· _ facile identificatio~s~--e>f ct.he- varieus ·d-reams.. Yet·,. once -again, while we 
. ~ =,. ... . 




J can point to at -least one interpretative flaw _,,i~ Curry·• s po_si tion i we 
must _acknowled,9e that .critici s· general insight and ba·s~c premise: that · 
Chaucer used his knowledge of medieval dream .theory-as_a subtle .means to. 
. Q 
• 
an artistic 'end~ 
-----··---
. - ;;, .. ,..-· 
. ' .. 
. In evaluating_. Curry's two chapters on dreams, -the reader· might see, . 
, ,-~;,,:~-~r=,::~:,:,-~:,·'.,,~-C-Yif-nariiature~'~OOtn _fhe sbceng~~- and-Weak~~~ ·~f' tb~'~tire bOOk. ,· The· · .. ~ . 
--------~-- --- ---~-----c-.--- --~ . -.;., -~arlier ,--cha12ter; - whicb cent,ers·-exc5IusYvffy· .. :upi5rf·'tne ___ b~ckground of medi ... ____ -'-------------~-· r•- . . 
n_. - ---·----··· : ..• ,. .. -;., ~,-
.- .=.-.•• 1 ·;:.:.. ,1_ 
-- l --- -------·--------- - , -- - ~ .,_ 
. ~ :.~ . . , .... 
··eval-dream-theories,:-~S ··in many-ways- a.model O~,·$Cholar1y research•-~--------------·-----------~~ ~~-"i •.-__ -r--·-· --- ________ :,-:__ -- --~•---------------··-----·-· ·- -
. • '·~ .• ' ' q 
r 
There curry org~izes 'his. mate~ial under fouz: -~t five main headings and_., . 
as a result c;>f' his p~fnstaking study of medieval and _post-inedievai . -'::::.~ . ·-··--·-·., ... . . 
. 
. 
theoris:t_s ,: .logically pursues- his. task of rep~esenti·ng the·. ess~nqe of. 
' ~ , - '.•- ""v 
,, ' 
,{ .. ;--,_"·. - ... ,., :,· ·-·~ ,f 
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those· theories . . . ' ' 
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. into ·troubl~;:·('1hen .. he begins 
/ 
./ 
to thE!. .. text. 
8 
to apply his material ( 
- ... ·------.-- ----;-. -- . - -------
·--•-.... 
I . Professor ·cr-i ticisni of Nun's.Priest's Severs' and Tale some on·-the Curry 
of-~Mrs. 
are Hj.eatt-',s on:. the • minor d_ream _ poems remarks 
------------ .---7"'-'--
manipulates a particular passage.to make 
---.1 interpretation. The true critical method presumes 
) > 
opposite direction. the • in 
/ 
/ 
-------r-· --- '------ --- ------'------------- ---,----- -- ·---------------- -----------•·---,-
···i·· ..... 
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excellent examples 
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it fit his sou;-ces 
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. . . ' - ' ... ·1n· Gbmi_Ilg· to a ,general· ev~luation of Cha'llcer and···1:1ie Medieval· ___________ .. · __ . ,-- --·.--:. .... 
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-Curry· wor~~---~aJ~kwar<is_ .... --c---That---i-$~----i,ns-t-ead of-:'conti~uaIIy-·re-f e:rri_ng to.· the . l. 
_ .. 
·---,----:--"'"'.._..,. ... -.w··•····•-····-•-" ,._ •---•·•····"'"··-··••"-- '' • 
-
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.. 'i · 'text for guidanee, Curry -will i:p.t~rpret · an ambiguous pa$sage in ·an :un- -
• 
-
• L'I equi voca_l way. and then· proceed to de"?'elop an· entire ·theory·. on, 1:1,>.at· prel/'9' -
\ ' 
. . . 
. 
. 
sumed premi§e ·• - -.. If for . no -other .reason· than . th-iSj·-~-:.tli-e--b'o-oic mus E--be read -. . • f-. -
• 






.-:'"'.:;••' . avoiding this p~tfall, the perceptive· r.eader should'remember "that ai~-~.~~ --. --
. " 
. 
. • • ~ ~, ' 

















. .. -scientifie:c-~theoties, .he often uses. authors who lived and wrote long · 
-- . . .; ' .. ~ .. ,, ..... ~. ,;, ... 
a-fter Chaucer · had died. ' - . To have been completely scholarly, Curry shoµld 
have used only· those. aut:hora and manuscripts ·which we-re--available'to 
Chaucer. One final criticism. pertains specifically to the 1960 edition, .. / 





_.,..-.-,---:......-· '-----. --· . 
llaver·.become. strikingly ·_ .. agp'arent .to curry in tjle inte~se light of s¢.?s:~~. ' ·-·. .. 
1 .•••. 
~·-· ..... :. 
f . 
, ... -... •.• 
1 
· gQent..ci:itidism, _ h~ .chc,se to ·publish ·a total;I.~~evis~d_ se·cond edition . 
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\ ' 
· tensive ·critical research and insight, CUrryl.s second, edition,,, add-ed · · ·. :_, ._:_ - - ,- ~ -· • :.-:r,_ -~- . ,·• '· 
., - .-.. -,J'--.··-;:· -· ··- .. , ~-- ·, 
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I 0 I , 
=~-~-- ~~---~~,--~-•-~-- -~0-\c~ ,. .. . . ,. . . . . . . ......... :. ea., '._ . ;~ . ,. . 
. and spen t,..'thE:r··"neJft. ewo years . in :c:eligious. training. ·In 1964 he entered · 
Xaverian.-College (Q.f Catholic_University) and in ·1966·transferred to 
-
- ---~- ·-·· Boston College. In -the sununer of 1967 Mr. Mancuso .. - decided to leave· the 
.. religious · life, but he- returned to Boston College . to finish-his under.,.. Y ,, •. I , . 




Degree (magna cum· laude)., Since September of 1968, he has been a 
-!.-_.., • 
' . high s.chool 'for· one or two years (starting in September .of 1970) · and 
eve:ntually to. go on to· further .graduate· study·. 
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